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A method ( MOLLER, 1962; MOLLER & RASCHKE, 1963 ) for
the determination of the mean relative humidity of the
troposphere and of the surface temperature of clouds
or of the ground from radiation data of the TIROS III
meteorological satellite is discussed. The errors ari-
sing from the assumptioh of model conditions for the
atmosphere have been estimated.
This method has been tested with radiation data measured
during orbit 61 above the Atlantic Ocean. The results
are represented in maps. Surface temperatures determined
from measured values above cloudless regions are 8 ° - 9°C
lower than the actual surface temperatures. From the geo-
graphical distribution of the relative humidity of the
troposphere, the large sca]e circulation patterns of the
atmosphere ( ascending air in the inner tropical con-
vergence zone and descending air in the subtropical belts )
can be recovered.
By statistical investigations the correlation between the
radiation data of all 5 channels has been investigated.
The results however are strongly influenced by the me-
teorological conditions being present during the time
of measurements. Thus some correlations are only appa-/_
"?_4/
rent ones. _____
*Interim Report No. 1 - "Evaluation of Tiros III Radiation Data", appears as
Appendix III, p. 85 of this report.
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q. INTRODUCTION : Subject of the Investigations
Since the first launch of a weather satellite many authors deve-
loped ideas for the use and evaluation of their measurements and
television photographs and to bring them into a correlation with
the synoptic situation on the earth.
The research reported here (see also MOLLER&RASCHKE; 1965)_is
concerned with evaluations of TIROS III radiation data especially
to infer from them Eround and cloud surface temperatures and a
mean relative humidity of the troposphere using radiation data
measured in two different spectral regions (MOLLER; 1962).
The TIROS III satellite (1961 _ I) was launched at July 15 th 1961.
It w_s equipped with a five channel radiometer, which measures
radiation emerging from the earth and its at_:osphere in five
different spectral regions in the visible and infrared, and with
two television cameras for p_otographs of the earth's surface.
Table 1.1 gives a review of the spectral regions and of the emit-
ters which are effective in those particular spectral intervals.
berrestrial
_adiation
_olar
zadiation
channel sensitivity
region
!
2
7.5 - 3 .5r
6.oF
bands and / or emitting
surfaces
center of the 6.5_- band
of water vapor
thermal radiation of the ground
or cloud surfaces; CO 2 - 15p_-
band; 03 - 9.6_- band; weak
lines arid continuum in the
water vapor window
like channel 2 but additionall_
rotational band of H20 (>18/,*)
solar radiation reflected and
scattered by gro_id, clouds and
the air in the entire spectral
region
5 0.5_- 0.75_ the same in the visible region
Table 1.1 : Spectral regions of the 5 radiometers of
TIROS III (1961 _ 1)
The curves of spectral sensitivity of all five channels are shown
in the Figs.l.1 and 1.2. Because all analog records of TIROS III
radiation data were digitized and the data located into geographic
coordinates with the help of an I_i 7090 computer (TIROS III, User's
* See Appendix HI, p. 85 of this report.
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Fig. 1.q : TIROS III, spectral sensitivity of
channels I , 2 and 4
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Fig. 1.2 Spectral sen_tivlty of the chanAel8 3 and
( TIROS IlZ ) and the solar spectral trra-
_lance ( JOHNSON, 1954 )
Manual) the users of _uch radiation data Hre now able to construct
geographic maps of the measured radiation for all 5 spectral regions.
MOLLER (19C2) suggested a method to infer from simultaneous data of
channel 1 and channel 2 the mean relative _umidity of the upper
troposphere and the temperature of cloud surfaces or the ground for
the conditions of a model atmosphere. Since there are only two
measured values many assumptions have to put into the model. These
assumptions and the influence of deviations from them on the out-
going upward radiation flux will be discussed in chapter 3.
For the infrared radiation flux calculations radiation diagrams were
constructed for the sensitivity regions of the 3 infrared channels,
using the diagram model of YAMAMOTO (1952). These diagrams and the
transmission functions which were used for the calculations are
shortly reported in chapter 2. A detailed discussion was given in
our 1. INTERIM REPORT (MOLLER, RASCHKE; 1963). Drawings of the
diagrams and tables of the transmission functions are attached in
two appendices of this report.
In chapter 4 results of evaluations (temperatures and humidities)
will be discussed in detail and also correlations between simul-
taneous radiation data (in the visible: albedo) measured during
orbit 60 (16.7.1961) over the Atlantic Ocean. The correlations
will show the existence of fundamental connections between the
measured data which are due to the same emitter or other circum-
stances. For the determination of temperatures and humidities and
of the linear correlation coefficients special computer programs
have been developed.
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2. Calculation of Radiation Diagram_
For the determination of the outgoing radiation flux we used
radiation diagrams which were constructed according to the pattern
of YAMAMOTO (1952). Calculations with a high-speed computer might
be more accurate but they would require a much longer time to
complete the computer program.
Here we will give only a short review of the problems which had
to be solved in order to calculate the radiation diagrams. All
details are reported in our previous report. Additionally, tables
and figures of the transmission functions used for the calculations
of the radiation diagrams and also figures of the diagrams are
attached as appendices to this report.
* See Appendix III, p. 85 of this report.
2.1 : Measured Radiation Flux
The radiation flux measured by each receiver n can be deter-
mined by the equation
m
(2.1) _(n) . / B_ (Tequ) + (n) d v
where v means the wave number (cm -I) and "_ (n) the spectral
sensitivity of each receiver (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). B_ (Tequ)
is the spectral irradiance incident from a black hemisphere
with the temperature Teq u on the receiver's aperture. Although
all 5 radiometers had an aperture angle of about 5 degrees
(details see FUJITA; 1965) all 5 instruments were calibrated
in units of incident hemispherical radiation (TIROS III, User's
Hanual). According to equation 2.1 NASA published all infra-
red radiation data of TIROS III in units of that equivalent
temperature T
equ
2.2 : Determination of the Outgoing Radiation Flux
With the assumption of local thermodynamical equilibrium in
the atmosphere and no scatter of infrared radiation by the
molecules of the air the upward outgoing radiation flux mea-
sured with receivers with the spectral sensitivity 4v (n) can
be determined from
(2.2)
4)W n) B v (T s) d_
,(n) "0 + f/r'd dBT_ (T_
° %
_(n)_ v (w) dT d
T s and To are the temperatures at the receiver's aperture
and on the emitter (cloud or ground). _v(w) is the spectral
transmittance of an absorber with the mass w (measured in
units of cm NTP (CO 2 and 03) or g cm -2 for water vapor).
The atmospheric gases water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone
mainly influence *he infrared radiation flux of the atmo -
5
sphere by absorption and thermal emission within their absorp-
tion bands. The influence of minor constituents will be neg-
lected here. On principle we will assume that clouds and the
ground emit like black bodies through the entire spectral
region considered here. A short discussion of this problem
will be given in chapter 3.42.2.
If we assume only one absorber in the atmosphere a transfor-
mation of e_uation 2.2 gives :
StY)
B
(2.3) _(n) . S (T s) + / _(' w (T)) dS (_)
-where
str,)
is the radiation of a black body measured by the receiver
--_ (_) _( w (T)) is then with the spectral sensitivity V e
transmissivity averaged over all wavelengths according to
(2.3 b) _'( w (T)) . I
@ Y
N
_-_ "ir_( w (_)) d_.
w (T) gives the absorber quantity between the receiver and
the level with the temperature T as it is given in an atmo-
sphere profile. Equation 2.3 permits the construction of
diagrams with _ (w) as ordinate and S (T) as abscissa which
contain lines of constant w (- absorber quantity) and T (= tem-
perature) (Fig.2.1). Such a diagram will be constructed for
the main absorber in the considered interval, what is here
water vapor.
Now we will consider spectral regions where the absorption
bands of two or more absorbers overlap each other. As it is
6
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Fig. 2.3 : TIROS III, spectral sensitivity
of channels I, 2 and LI.
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Fig. 2.1 : Radiation diagram
(YA_AMOTO, 1952 )
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Fig. 2.2 : Auxiliary diagram
( YAMA_OTO, 1952 )
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the pressure dependence of the absorption had to be taken into
consideration in another way. According to ELSASSER (1942) a
'pressure corrected' absorber quantity (or optical path length)
was computed by the £ntegral
W
* / p ( w ) k(2.e) w . ( ) dwPo
o
This pressure correction is a simplification of the compli-
cated pressure dependence of the absorption of a band. Since
the temperature can be used as coordinate in atmospheric
profiles the absorber quantity w should be given as w (T),
which means the absorber quantity between the receiver and
the layer with the temperature T (Fig.2.1).
For the construction of the radiation diagrams and the auxi-
liary diagrams transmission functions with the convenient
form (ELSASSER; 1942) :
(2.?) T_ - T ( lv " w )
were derived from laboratory spectral data (Table 2.1).
Here is lw the 'generalized absorption coefficient' which
describes the wave number and also the temperature dependence
of the absorption of a band. It is a very smoothed function
since it was determined for wide spectral intervals (10 cm -1)
•hich contain many spectral lines. This form of transmission
functions contains also the assumption of a connection bet-
ween the transmissivity and the absorber quantity ever all
spectral regions of an absorbing band.
These above mentioned simplifications of all the complicated
connections between the absorption, pressure, temperature
and the absorber quantity _mtroduce some systematic errors
into the calculations of the radiation flux. But comparisons
between measured spectra (and also computed spectra by WYATT
et.al.; q965) and spectra calculated after Equ.2.7 showed
good agreement (MOLLER, RASCHKE; 1963) which leads to the
assumption that these errors are not too large.
* See Appendix HI, p. 85 of this report.
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In the Table 2.1 the values of the exponent k for pressure
correction are given :
absorbing
gas
H20
C02
o3
band
6.3
window
region
3o
17
9.6
exponent k
@
0.72
0.65
0._I for
p 150mb
0 for
p 150 mb
references
HOWARD et. al. (1955);
ROACH, GOODX;(1958);
BOLLE et al. (1963);
PALMER (1960);
BURCH et al. (1960);
|ALSHAW (1957);
(integrated absorption of the
entire 9.6/_-band)
Table 2.1 : Exponents for the pressure correction of the
quantity of absorbing gases.
This exponent was derived by HOWARD et al. (1955) from their
own measurements for strong absorption by the 6.)_-band.
3. Radiation Flux Studie@ for Atmsopher_c Model_
The intensity of infrared radiation emerging from the earth
and its atmosphere depends on the temperature of the ground
and of cloud surfaces, on the temperature profile and on the
distribution ang the amount of all gases in the atmosphere
which absorb and emit infrared radiation . This dependence
will be investigated here particularly for the sensitivity
regions of the channels 1, 2 and 4. In doing so typical tem-
perature profiles and distributions of the main important ab-
sorbers H20, CO 2 and 03 are used which are based on measure-
ments under different conditions.
3.1 : Synthetic Atmosphere @
The investigations will be continued only with 2 model atmo-
spheres, which correspond with our models q and 3 (MOLLER,
RASCHKE; 1963). These models can be considered to be repre-
sentative for typical weather situations in tropical and
See Appendix III, p. 85 of this report.
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midlatitude regions. Arctic conditions are not considered
here since TIROS III orbital paths covered only the earth's
surface between t60 degrees latitude.
The vertical temperature profiles and the profiles of the frost
point and dew point respectively are shown in Fig.5.1. The
characteristics of the temperature profiles are summarized
additionally in Table 3.1.
atmosphere I 3
+ 15 ° Cground temperature
temperature gradient
in the troposphere
_ropopause temperature
and height
- 6.5°/km
- 56.5 ° C
11.O km
- 75.0 ° C
16.9 km
Table 3.1 : Characteristics of the vertical temperature
profiles which are shown in Fig.3.1
For both models a vertical temperature distribution in the
stratosphere according to that of the ARDC (1959) atmosphere
has been assumed. For the tropical model the stratospheric
temperature profile has been extrapolated downward until the
isotherm level of - 75 ° C, in doing so a constant temperature
gradient of - 3°/km has been assumed. From that a temperature
profile of th_ tropical model results which deviates some-
what from a typical model proposed by STROUD and NORDBERG
(1961) as determined by sounding rocket measurements. In
stratospheric _egions these _eviations might not be impor-
tant because of the small concentration of the absorbing
gases (chapter 3.2). In the troposphere the temperature
gradient (about 7.3°/km) and the ground temperature (+42 ° C)
of that model are somewhat higher than in our model.
To characterize the water vapor content a constant relative
humidity in the trcposphere and a constant frost point gradient
through the tropopa_se have been assumed as it is shown in
FIG.5.1. The vertical _ater vapor distribution in the strato-
sphere was supposed to be the same in both models according
to the midlatitude model given by GUTNICK (1962). The mixing
ratio im heishts above 5C km has been assumed to be constant
(= 0.1 g/kg). In the case of the tropical model that mixing
ratio might be somewhat too high as it results from measure-
ments of _AST_BROCK (1962) over Hyd_rabad (India).
ll
qDividing the atmosphere into m layers the effective amount
of precipitable water can be determined after
m
• _i _Pi(3.1) u _ ,,. 0.458" 10 -2 _ -- 0,2.4 (g cm-2
Izl Pi or cm ppt)
where _-i is the mean v_por pressure corresponding to the
assumed nelative humidity over ice (for T ( - 20°C) or over
water (for T ) - 20°C) in the i-th layer and ._'iis the mean
f !
pressure in the i-th layer with the thickness_Pi "
The effective mass of carbon dioxide can be determined after
(5.2) c W = O.1595 " 10-2 £ ( Pi I..65 - Pi-1 1.65) (cm)
i-1
which corresponds to an assumed constant mixing ratio through
the atmsophere of O.O3% per volume. Pi and Pi-1 are the
pressures at the upper and lower boundary of the i-th layer.
From Equ.3.2 results an effective carbon dioxide amount
of 145 cm.
The profiles of the vertical ozone distribution were deri-
ved from Fig.5.2 (_AETZCLD) for model I from 45 ° latitude
(autumn) and for the model 5 from 30 ° latitude (autumn)
respectively. According to the pressure correction (chapter
2) the amount of ozone determined from Fig.3.2 for each_
layer above the 150 mb leve_ has to be multiplied by(__k__)0.4qv,
Since fluctuations of the ozone distribution do not influence
the radiation flux intensity in the sensitivity regions of
the channels 2 and 4 in a decisiva degree (MOLLER&RASCHKE;
1965)*no further investigations of that problem were carried
out here. In all cases the summation over all layers has to
begin at the surface of the receiver, which is here the sa-
tellite outside the atmosphere.
* See Appendix III, p. 85 of this report
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......: Studies of the Radiation Intensities
For investigations of the radiation intensities sensed bd the
radiometers of the TIROS III viewing the system earth - atmo-
sphere, we will use another equation, which results from
equation (2.3) by a slight transformation.
The upwelling radiation flux intensity _(n) measured in the
channel n may be determined from
(3.3) . s (To'). + J
#
Here #e assume in a more general way that the temperature To
of the ground or of cloud surfaces is not identical with that
(To) of the air adjacent to it. Ts is the temperature of the
ambient medium at the satellite. If we use the height h as
the vertical variable instead of T according to the relation
T = T (h), equation (3.3) may be written in the form
s
(5.4) _(n) . S' (ho). r(w (ho)) +4/ S (h) _Cw# _h))dh
where h s and h o are the height of the satellite and the height
of the cloud surface or ground (h o I O) respectively. Here is
according to the assumption made above
s' (h o) S (h o)
In equation 3.4 the upward radiation flux intensity measured
in the sensitivity region of th_ channels n = q, 2 and 4 is
determined by the radiation S' (ho) emitted from a surface
(first term) and that emitted from the atmosphere (second
term). Thus, this form of the radiation flux equation gives
a good possibility to estimate the influence of the different
radiation lgyers or surfaces on the total flux intensity•
The contribution of the surface to the entire flux i_ given
by the transmissivity _(w (ho)_ of the whole mtmc_phere
in the spectral region considered here. The contribution
13
0£ the atmosphere itself depends on the values o£ _(w (h))
h
for each layer where S (h) might be considered as a weighting
,w
factor. Curves of _h therefore will be useful for an estlma-
tion of the share of the atmospheric layers in the radiation
flux intensity within the spectral region n.
3.21 : channel _ (_.St'- 6.8_)
Since the sensitivity region of channel 1 is located in the
center of the 6.5_*- band of H20 , the measured radiation flux
intensities will depend only on the water vapor distribution
_r
and the temperature profile. The curves of i-h in Fig.3.5 give
the shape of that 'influencing function' for w_ry low tropo-
spheric humidities and saturation as well as for the model
atmospheres I and 3 (Fig.3.1). They show that the radiation
emitted from the ground and frcm layers of the lower tropo-
sphere will not penetrate the whole atmosphere. Mainly those
layers will contribute to the measured radiation flux inten-
sity for which the curves show typical maximum values. In the
saturation case, these layers are located in the upper tropo-
spher_ear the same temperature levels in both models since
the total water vapor content is then determined by the tem-
perature profile only. In the case of low relative humidity
the maximum value is located in the middle of the troposphere
but in both model atmospheres at nearly the same temperature
level of about -15°C. A mean relative humidity which would
be determined from channel I radiation data, therefore will
be representative for these layers of the upper troposphere.
If a height of a fictitious level corresponding to the equi-
valent temperature of the measured radiation intensity will
be sought, that height will be located within the mentioned
layers or better temperatures.
Changes of the mter vapor content in the lower stratosphere
can produce variations of the upward radiation flux. As it
was shown in our previous report a comparison of resulDs
calculated for a relative humidity of 5 % in the troposphere
with a water-vapor-less stratosphere and with a stratosphere
saturated in its lower part showed a difference o£ equivalent
temperature of 8° (atmosphere I). This result shows that chan-
ges o£ the water vapor content in the lower stratosphere will
14
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effect essential variations of the radiation intensity. If
mean relative humidities shall be determined from evaluations
of radiation data the results may be disturbed in that way.
3.22 : channel 2 ( 8,#_- 13,_) and channel 4 ( 7._ - _2.O_)
The sensitivity regions of the channels 2 and 4 overlap each
other (Fig. 2.1). Channel 4 may be considered to cover 80%
of the whole spectrum of the infrared radiation emitted from
the system earth - atmosphere into space ( WARK, YA_MOTO, LIE-
NESCH; 1963 ).
Particularly in the region of the 15/*- band of CO 2 and in the
rotational band of the water vapor channel 4 receives radiation
where the sensitivity of channel 2 is zero. The sensitivity
region of channel 2 , however, covers only the region of the
water vapor window between _ and 13/_.
A comparison of the curves _-_ in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 and of
the values of the remaining transmissivities r of the whole
a_mosphere (at the left side of the ordinate) shows that in
channel 2 a great portion of the radiation received is emitted
from the ground. In the case of clouds the portion is yet higher.
The radiation emitted from the atmosphere in that spectral
region is comparatively small but can not be neglected in
radiation flux calculations as it will be shown later. The
curves of _ for channel 4 show a typical maximum in heights
of 4 and 6 km respectively which is due to the rotational band
of water vapor. It is much lower than the maximum for channel
I because of the weaker absorption compared to the 6.3/_ -
band. As it might be seen from the curves and also from
the radiation diagrams in Fig. 3.5, only the layers of the lo-
wer troposphere have a perceivable influence on the radiation
Variations of _ are mainly due toflux in both channels.
the water vapor.
Analogously to channels I , it should be expected to get from
channel _ radiation data some information on the water vapor
content in the lower troposphere as channel I is responding
to the water vapor in the hi gh troposphere. The radiation
emitted in the region of the water vapor window will however
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strongly influence the whole intensity measured in channel 4.
Therefore it was tried to diminish that influence by the de-
finition of a new synthetic channel (MOLLER& RASCHKE,1963)*
a sensitivity region defined by the difference (_4)--- _wit_
_(2)) of the sensitivities of the channels _ and 2. The
radiation flux intensity sensed in such a synthetic channel
would then be equal to the difference W 4 - W 2 of the intensities
measured in the channels 4 and 2 simultaneously.
In order to estimate the contribution of surface radiation
@¥
and of the atmosphere curves of _-_ are given in Fi_.3.4 below
for that synthetic channel. The results show lower trans-
missivity of the whole atmosphere for radiation emitted from
the ground than for channel 4. The influence of the radiation
in the water vapor window has been diminished on that way.
Further the shape of the curves _-_ sho_s typical maxima in#h
higher layers.
These maxima are situated at levels between those of channel
1 and _ and the intensities of the maxima also are between
the others, thus indicating that a determination of the re-
lative hunidity in a layer below that of channel 1 ought to
be possible.
But as it has been shown in our previous report, a deter-
mination of a second relative humidity from these radiation
data differences would require a much higher accuracy of
measurements. A short estimation of errors leads to the
statement that the difference (W (4} - _(2)) of radiation data
of TIROS III can not be used because of too large errors of
measurements.
In order to show the influence of atmospheric water vapor,
carbon dioxide, and ozone on the radiation flux intensities
which are sensed by the channels 4 and 2 at our model con-
ditions some results are given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The
calculations have been carried out taking into account dif-
ferent relative humidities (100 %, 25 %, 5 %) of the tropo-
sphere, different cloud heights, and variations of the CO 2
and 03 content. These different cases are :
case 1 : without regard of CO 2 and 05
case 2 : with regard of H20 and 05
case 5 : with regard of H20 and CO 2
case 4 : with regard of H20 and C02 end 05
* See Appendix HI, p. 85 of this report
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The results
'_r (oK).
e qu
are given in form of equivalent temperatures
L
!height and tern- rel.
Iperature of hum.
cloud surfaces (_)
100
tropopause 25
(11 km, 216.5°K) 5
1 O0
5.4 _K 25
253. 5
1 O0
2.3 25
273.0 K 5
rou_d
288_K)
tropopause
(16.9 km, 198°K)
i
5.4 ok_K273.
2"3.0k_ K293
i
atmosphere 1
1 O0
25
5
I 2
216.5 218.5
253.0 251.0
270.5 267.3
271.5 268.5
272.5 269.0
--, i
282.0 277.0
285.0 280.5
287.0 282.5
atmosphere
i ,,,
1OO
25 198.0
5
Ioo 271.5
25 272.5
5 2?3.o
100 286.5
2_ 290.0292.0
i
100 29_.O
25 3Ol.5
5 305.0
199.5
268.0
269.0
270.0
282.0
285.5
287.5
I
289.0
296.0
299.5
3
217.0
252.0
269.5
271.0
271.5
280.5
283.5
285.O
198.5
270. O
271.0
271.5
285.5
288.5
290.0
29_.0
299.5
303.5
220.0
25o.0
266.5
267 •2
268.0
,|
275.8
279.3
280.7
2Ol.7
266.9
268.3
268.7
280.6
284.O
286.0
287.3
294.0
297.7
Table 3.2 : channel 2 ( 8_- 13/*)
Equivalent temperatures (OK) of radiation flux intensities
calculated for model conditions in order to demonstrate the
Influence of H20 , C02, and 03 on the upward outgoing radiation
flux. For definition of cases q to 4 see p. 21.
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atmosphere 1
height amd tem- rel.
perature of humJ
cloud surfaces (3)
tropopause(11kin, 216.5°K)
IO0
25
5
100
5.4
255. ok_K 25
5
m
!2.5 ok_K 100273. 25
5
IO0
_round
288. O°E ) 25
5
l l
|
/ 1 O0
tropopause(16.9kin, 198.0 °_I 25
5
216.5
251.0
252.0
252.5
266.5
269.5
271.0
275.5
281.5
284.5
2
217.0
250.0
251.0
251.5
264.5
267.5
270 •0
273.5
278.5
282.5
atmosphere 5
198.o
5
220.0
247.5
248.5
2@9.0
259.5
262.5
264.5
267.0
271. O
27@. 5
@
220.5
246.5
247.@
248.2
257.5
260.5
265.0
265.5
267.7
271.5
5.@ ok_K 100 267.5273. 25 269.5
5 271.5
2.5 k_ 100 279.5
295.0VK 25 285.0
5 291.0
199.5
266.0
268.5
270.5
277.5
285.5
287.5
lO0 285.0
, _round
[308.0OK) 25 295.6
5 3oi. o
Table 3.3 : channel @ ( 7.5_- 32.0/_ )
283.0
291.5
298.0
202.0
260.0
262.5
265.0
271.0
274.5
278.0
275.0
282.0
288.0
205.0
259.0
261.5
262.0
268.2
275.0
275.0
273.0
278.0
284.5
These computed values of equivalent temperature T allow
equ
a good estimation of the errors which would result if one
of the main important absorbers will be neglected in the
radiation flux determinations. The first line of any table
in which a cloud has been assumed at the tropopause shows
the influence of absorbers within the stratosphere. In the
sensitivity regions of both channels the water vapor of the
stratospheric layers does not contribute any amount to the
whole radiation flux intensity (see also Fig.3.5).
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PThe contributions of the atratospherlc carbon dioxide and
ozone is demonstrated in cases 2 and 3. Here the equivalent
temperatures of the radiation flux intensities are a few
degrees higher than those of the cloud surfaces.
3.3 : Nadir Annie Dependence of Measured Data
When the satellite TIROS III progresses along its path it
spins around its axis which points in the same direction in
space at least for the time of one orbit. As a result of this
spinning the radiometers will receive radiation emerging from
the system earth - atmosphere under different nadir angles.
This is the angle between the earth's radius vector through
the satellite and the optical axis of the radiometers.
Since the TIROS III radiometers have a relatively small aper-
ture angle of about 5 degrees the measured radiation may be
considered to be radiation of a beam, although we always de-
termine radiation flux intensities because of the calibration
of the radiometers in units of the radiation flux. Therefore
the outgoing radiation flux has been calculated for several
nadir angles in order to determine the anisotropy of the
outgoing radiation. The results have to be included into an
evaluation method of the TIROS III radiation data. These cal-
culations contain only the region of nadir angles where the
earth's surface is fully viewed by the radiometer (FUJITA,
1963). They are not contemplated to determine the earth's
infrared horizon (HANEL et al.; 1963; ANTIIONY, S_ILEY; 1962;
KONDRAT'YEV and YAGUSHEVSKAJA; 1962). Assuming spherical
symmetry of the absorber distribution in each layer within
the atmosphere the path length w i in the i-th layer may be
determined after
N
w i - K i • wv0i
where w_i is the vertical absolute path length. Ki, the re-
lative path length, can be determined after
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(3.5) Ki " 1
N - nadir ansle
R : 6370 km (radius of the earth)
H 780 km (averaged height of the satellite
above the ground)
h i- mean height of the i-th layer
Values of K i are given for several heights and nadir a_les
in Table 5.4.
nadir angle i
_i 20 ° 30 ° Lt-O° 50 ° 5.5 ° 60 °
(_,,)
,,, ,i
50 1 .O81 I .203 1.432 1.913 2.435 3.785
40 1.4_ 1.924 2.@62 3.866
30 1.436 1.933 2.481 3.953
20 I. 438 I. 941 2.501 a. _7
15 1.439 1.9_5 2.512 _.@ge
10 I./4_1.1 1.9_9 2.522 4.1@8
8 1.951 2.52t5 4.170
6 1 ._2 1.95,_ 2.5,_I 4.191
1.95_ 2.535 4.214
2 1.956 2._0 _'. 236
0 1.083 I .208 1. _1_t. 1.958 2.5_ 4.259
Table 3.4 : values of I i
Results of calculations in form of curves A T - Tequ(N) -
Tequ(N =0), where Tequ(N) designates the equivalent tempera-
ture of radiation flux at nadir angle N, confirm that the
outgoing upward radiation intensity is anlsotropic and
decreases with increasing nadir angle. Only if cle_s are
located at the tropopause the measured flux increases with
increasing nadir angle since the layers above the tropopause
are warmer than the cloud levels and contribute an increasing
part to the measured radiation flux (Fig.3.6).
LARSEN et alq (196_) empirically derived the nadir angle de-
pendence of radiation data of channels 2, _, and _ from
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measurements, made at different nadir angles (and different
scans) over the same point. They found a decrease of the
equivalent temperature of channel 2 by approximately 5° over
the cloudless Sahara desert if the nadir angle increases
to about 55 °. These results correspond to our calculations
for a relative humidity of 5 % for atmosphere 3 (Fig.3.7).
The radiation flux intensity in the spectral region of
channel I shows at cloudless sky a larger nadir angle de-
pendence for a dry troposphere than for a moist troposphere.
With increasing cloudheight this effect overturns (Figs.3.6
and 3.7). It might be seen directly from Fig. 3.5 (radiation
!
diagram for channel 1) that in case of cloudless sky an in-
crease of the path lengthi_ each layer will have a larger
effect in the outgoing radiation for a dry troposphere (here
10 %) than for a saturated troposphere. In the latter case,
the curve has such a steep slope that an increase of the
path length will have a very weak effect only while it will
have a strong effect in the case of the 10 _ troposphere.
Correspondingly the overturn of the nadir angle effect may
be explained for very high clouds.
For the channel 2 radiation data the nadir angle dependence
increases with increasing relative humidity of the troposphere.
This also may be explained with the help of the radiation
diagrams in Fig._.5. The vertical distance between the lines
w g O.1 and 1.O in the diagram is much smaller than the dis-
tance between I.O and 10.0. An increase of the path length
of an obllque beam will therefore effect a much stronger
variation of the upper limiting line of the area in the
diagrams for the case 1OO% than for 10 %.
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3.4 : Method of determination of surface temperatures and
mean relative humidities
It has been shown, that the intensity of emerging radiation is
mainly influenced by the temperature of the lower surface of
the atmosphere (clouds and/or ground) and by the relative humldity
of the atmosphere particularly of the middle and high layers of
the troposphere. This holds for the spectral region of channel I
as well as channel 2. Thus, diagrams can be constructed, which
deliver the surface temperature and relative humidity as deter-
mined by the intensities or equivalent temperatures of both these
channels. Basic assumptions of such diagrams are the vertical
structure of the atmosphere ( lapse rate and humidity gradient )
and the viewing nadir angle.
3.41 : Evaluation diagrams
From radiation flux calculations for the intensity regions of
the channels I and 2 at the model condiDions of the atmospheres
I and 3 evaluation diagrams were designed with relative humidi-
ty and surface temperature as ordinate and abscissa respectively
and isolines of the equivalent temperatures as parameters. Figs.
3.8 - 3.1o show such diagrams for the nadir angles N = 0 °, 40 °,
and 50 °. The slight curvaDure of the isolines for channel 2
again confirms that water vapor does hardly influence the inten-
sity of radiation in the spectral region of channel 2. The iso-
lines for channel q (dashed) however turn from the vertical into
the horizontal direction. In the section with horizontal direc-
tion of those curves the cloud height and the water vapor con-
tent below the level of the indicated temperature may change
without any influence on the radiation flux measured in channel
I. In the section with vertical direction of the curves the wa-
ter vapor amount between the satellite and the cloud surface is
extremely small an_ the only influence on the radiation flux in-
tensity is effected by the (low) surface temperature of clouds. In
that part of the diagram it may happen that the isolines of
both measured equivalent temperatures do not intersect nor co-
incide. It is easy to be seen that even small errors of the
measurements will lead to this consequence.
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Another source of errors may arise in the right upper part
of the diagram w_ere points of intersection may only be found
for relative humidities higher than 1OO _. Then a determination
of the relative humidities has no sense for the evaluation of
radiation data. In such cases the real water vapor amount in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere may be higher than
it is assumed in the models or the temperature of the strato-
sphere is lower than in our models. Additionally such errors
may arise by the extremely high errors of measurements (chapter
3.42.1).In order to include cases into our evaluation method
where the ground temperature is higher than that of the air
adjacent to it the diagrams have been extrapolated to higher
temperatures. In doing so the atmospheric profile remained
unchanged. Then according to Equation 3.@ the increase of out-
going radiation flux is determined by the product of the increase
of the_radiation intensity emitted from the ground times the
transmissivity of the whole atmosphere (f£rst term of Equ.3.@).
For practical use the evaluation procedure has been programmed
for a computer (IB_ 7090). The computer first separates the
radiation data into 3 nadir angle groups (0° - 30 °, 31 ° - 45 °,
@5 ° ) and seeks for each simultaneous pair of equivalent tem-
peratures of the channels I and 2 the values of the relative
humidity and the surface temperature which are the coordinates
of the points of intersection of the correspondend isolines.
For such cases which are located outside the diagram regions
(no intersection etc.) particular s#mbols will be given by the
computer as evaluation results.
In order to estimate the errors resulting from the choise of
different model atmospheres for the determination of surface
temperatures and relative humidities from radiation data it
has been assumed for instance that the channels I and 2 have
measured simultaneously the following equivalent temperatures :
channel I : 237.5 ° + 2.5 ° K
channel 2 : 272.5 ° + 2.5 ° K
The evaluation procedure gives the following surface tempera-
tures and relative humidities for the exact values of TI =
237.5°K and T2 = 272.5 ° K :
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nadir angle : 0° 40°
atmosphere I
atmosphere 3
+ 9°
40
+ 8 °
5o
+ 8°
30 %
+ 7°
57
50 °
+ 8°
25
+ 7°
27 %
The differences between the results which are due to different
model atmospheres are small compared with those of measurements.
The surface temperatures determined for model atmosphere 3 are
somewhat lower (I - 2 ° ) than those for model I while the resulting
relstive humidities are higher. The former fact can be explained
by the different ozone and carbon dioxide amount between the
emitting surface and the satellite. In model 3 the emitting sur-
face is at lower pressure than in model I. From that results a
lower carbon dioxide amount between emitter and satelli; and
consequently a lower temperature to produce the same intensity
of the emerging radiation flux (channel 2). Similarly the effec-
tive water vapor amount will be smaller in the case of model 3
than in model I which is due to the pressure correction. Ad-
ditionally the different tropopause temperatures influeuce the
intensity of the outgoing radiation flux (see chapter 5.42.2.c).
So a higher relative humidity than that of the model I is required
to yield the same intensity of outgoing _adiation flux. The
assumed error of measurements of ± 2.5 ° leads to errors of the
surface temperatures of again _ 2.5 °. The error of the relative
humidity ranges between ! 10 % and _17 _. It increases with
increasing relative humidity.
3.42 : Discussion of errors due to deviations of the actual
atmosphere from model conditions
5.42.1 : Accuracy of measurements
The absolute accuracy of measurements was determined by the
NASA laboratories and has been found to be ! 5 ° for channel I
and ± 4 ° for the channels 2 and 4 for the mid-range of target
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intensities. Assuming that mid-range of target intensities for
channel 1 _ 0.4 W/m 2 and for channel 2 75 W/m 2 (Fig.3.11) the
absolute accuracy of measurements of intensities is then
0.08 W/m 2 and ± 6.5 W/m 2 respectively. As it may be seen
with the help of the example drawn into Fig.3.9 the accuracy
of radiation data given in form of equivalent temperatures
will decrease with decreasing target intensity. For instance -
from an intensity of 0.22 ± 0.08 W/m 2 measured in chancel 1 an
equivalent temperature may be determined ranging between 213.5°K
and 231.O°K. From this point of view all measured radiation data
with such low equivalent temperatures m_y be considered to be
not useful for our interpretation.
BANDEEN, KUNDE, NORDBERG, and THOMPSON (1965) discussed in a very
detailed study many errors whiclh may adhere to TIROS III radia-
tion data. These are
a) errors in the calibration, due to degradation of the
response after launch. To take into consideration these
errors they developed a correction method with the main
assumption that the upward outgoing radiation flux emerging
daily from the entire system earth - atmosphere does not
change during the time of TIROS III measurements.
b) errors by system noise_ These errors increase if the ratio
response-noise decreases. Using measurements of the space
noise level they developed also a correction method.
c) errors, which are due to inaccurate agreement of the
field of view of the channels. The instantaneous response
field of channel 1 may up to 0.15 parts of the area lie
outside of the response field of channel 2 and vice versa.
Since these investigations became known to us only during the
course of our own investigations they will be neglected here. The
degradation effect was not considerable until orbit 114. The in-
fl_ence of the system noise will be diminished by the use of
radiation data averaged over squares of 2 degrees geographical
longitude and latitude.
3._2.2 : Deviations from model, conditions
According to the evaluation method described above relative humi-
dities and surface temperatures (clouds or ground) will be
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determined from the TIROS III radiation data. Hereby standardized
atmospheric conditions with fixed tropopause heights, tropopause
temperatures, and constant lapse rate aud relative humidity are
assumed to be given. Since in the most cases the actual atmo-
spheric profiles of temperature and humidity will deviate from
those models the influence of some specific deviations on the in-
tensity of the upwelling radiation will be investigated here.
a) Ideal inversions. From temperature inversions above
surfaces(like the ground inversions during cloudless
nights) may arise errors in the determination of surface
temperatures. For an estimation ideal inversions above
the ground (cloudless sky) have been assumed what means
a temperature difference between the ground and the air
adjacent to it. No change of t_ temperature profile has
been assumed but ground temperature differences up to
a difference of - 20 ° C. In that case only the first term
at the right hand side of Equ.3.@ will change its value.
The equivalent temperatures which were determined for
such an ideal ground inversion of - 10 ° and - 20 ° are
compared with those computed for the same models but
with cloud levels in the heights which correspond to
the ground temperature in the original model.
Table 3.5 : Equivalent temperatures of emerging radia-
tion intensities determined for ideal in-
versions and cloud levels in heights (nor-
mal case) corresponding to the assumed ground
temperature.
difference bet-
ween temperatu-
res of air and
ground
| |
_ 10 o
rel •
hum.
(_)
|
tO0
25
5
tO0
25
5
atmosphere q
inversiln normalcase
269.9
272.0
272.5
263.9
264.2
265.2
269.5
271.5
272 •0
262.4
263.0
263.6
atmosphere 3
inversion normal
284.0
288. O
290.0
280.7
282°0
282.5
283.2
287.6
289.8
279.4
280.1
281.0
The equivalent temperatures of the radiation intensi-
ties calculated for the inversion case are somewhat
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higher than those calculated for cloud surfaces in the
correspondend heights, but the deviations are not higher
than 2.0 ° . They eve_ diminish if similar comparisons were
carried out for inversiome above cloud levels. Additional-
ly radiation flux calculations were carried out assuming
positive temperature differences close to the ground.
They may occur with cloudless sky during day time due to
strong isolation. In ¥ig.3.12 curves show the dependence
of the equivalent temperatures of the emerging radiation
flux on the difference between the temperatures of the
ground and the air adjacent to it. For instance a tem-
perature difference ground - air of - 20 ° may arise for
model atmosphere I (100 _) a decrease of the intenslt2
of the emerging radiation flux which corresponds a decrease
of the equivalent temperature of - 12 ° C. In such a case
the ground temperature determined from channel 2 radiation
data will be 8 degrees higher than in reality.
The slope of that straight lines is determined by the
transmissivity of the whole atmosphere for theradiation
emitted from the ground (Equ. 5.4).
b) Troposphe_$c layers with different relative humidity
Our model assumption of a constant relative humidity
will not be realized in the most cases. Therefore some
schematical variations of the model will be studies here.
In the first case 1.55 km thick layers with another rela-
tive humidity than that of the remaining entire tropo-
sphere are assumed to be embedded in a troposphere with
constant relative humidity (10 %, 25 _, 50 %). Results
are given in Fig.3.13 in form of deviations of the
apparent relative humidities determined under the assump-
tion of constant humidity. The calculations were carried
out here for model atmosphere I. In Fig.5.15.a, saturated
layers of 1.55 km thickness are asJumed above cloud sur-
faces and above the saturated layers a constant relative
humidit F (10 % and 25 %). The points design the cloud
surface height. In Fig.3.13.b the calculations are based
on the assumption of a saturated (curves I) or very dry
(10 %, curves 2) layer (1.55 km thicK), embedded in an
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atmosphere with constant relative humidity (25 _ and
50 %). The points give the height of the middle of the
layer. The curves in Fig. 3.3 b show the largest devia-
tions from the mean value at heights of about 8 km which
correspond to the height where the variation of the trans-
mission _h has its maximum (see Fig.3.3). Both examples
show that variations of the humidity and temperature in
the lower troposphere below 2 km do not influence the
radiation data of channel I. If temperature inversions
exist above very high clouds the interpretation of
Channel I data may lead to large errors of the deter-
mined relative humidities.
c) Chan_e s of the height and of the temperature of _he
tropopause
Since actual atmospheric temperature profiles can deviate
from our standard models radiation flux intensities have
been calculated for the s_me models but with schematic
changes of the height and temperature of the tropopause.
In doing so changes of the height result in changes of
the temperature of the tropopause and of the lower strato-
sphere according to the lapse rate in the troposphere
*
(see Fig.5.5 in MOLLER & RASCHKE, 1965). The isothermal
part of the lower stratosphere has been limited in the
upper side by the stratospheric profile with the lapse
rate of + 5°/km. The model stratifications of the water
vapor, carbon dioxide, and of ozone have not been changed.
The calculations have been carried out only for the ver-
tical direction. Results of radiation flux calculations
for channels 2 and 4 for tropopause temperatures which
are flO° higher or lower than those of the standard models
(this corresponds changes of the height by _ 1.54 km) do
not show perceivable changes of the radiation flux inten-
sities. That confirms that atmospheric ozone and carbon
dioxide of those layers do not influence essentially the
intensity of radiation flux in those spectral regions.
Correspondend results of calculations for th_ spectral
region of channel I, however, give results which noticably
deviate from r_sults for the standard models. In Table 3.6
* See Appendix HI, p. 85 of this report.
the differenc_ between the intensities and b_tween the
corresponding equivalent temperatures of the radiation
fluxes are given. They are calculated for the standard
model I w_h changed temperature of the tropopause (in-
dicated in the first column). Particularly for warmer
tropopauses the deviations will be remarkable. They
might be even larger as it is shown here if changes of
the _ropopause temperature are correlated (pesitively)
with changes of the water vapor content in the lower stra-
tosphere. In such cases which show extreme deviations
from our standard models, relative humidities determined
by the evaluation of radiation data will not only re-
present the upper troposphere, they additionally reflect
Conditions of the lower stratosphere. The accuracy of
such evaluation will be much higher if some additional
knowledge about the atmosphe_c profile is available.
Particularly simultaneous radiation data of a _hannel
in the region of the center of the 15/_- band of CO 2
(like that in TIROS VII) would give informations about
the mean temperature of the lower stratosphere and of the
upper most troposphere. Unfortunately, in TIROS _II that
C02 channel has replaced the H20 channel so that simul-
taneous measurements are not available.
tropopause
temperature
and height
- 45 ° C
( 9.2 km)
- 65 ° C
( 13.1 kin)
rel.
hum.
(_)
100
2.,5
5
100
2.5
5
_I = 0 0
( _/m2;
+ O.0al
+ 0.02#
+ 0.013
- o.oc3
- 0.003
- O. 001
Tequ
+ 5°
+ 1.3 °
+ 0.7 °
N = 50 °
+ o.o5o
+ 0.031
+ 0.015
- 0.2 ° - 0.011
2° - 0.003
0"0oo. - 0.003
Te qu
+ _.3 °
+ 2.0 °
+ 0.7 °
- 0.9 °
0.2 v
0.2 °
Table 3.6 : atmosphere q
Variations of the intensity of the outgoing radintion flux
at variatio_of temperature and height of the tropopause.
d) scattered clouds
If the radiometer of cha_nei h view_ areas with scattered
clouds the measured radi_,tioa intensity _ili be emitted
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partly from the cloud surfaces and partly from the ground
(or surfaces of deeper clouds)• Temperatures which were
drrived from those data are therefore between both tempera-
tures. If no other information of the cloudiness is avail-
able they hav_ to be interpreted as surface temperatures
of intermediate clouds.
Additionally the presence of very _hin clouds which trans-
mit infrared radiation emerging from deeper layers com-
plicates strongly the interpretation of surface tempera-
tures. SHAW and GATES (1960) tried to derive values of
the transmissivity of thin clouds from measurements of
the solar radiation through clouds and between the clouds.
t_
But their values can not eaEily be used because thickness
of clouds is unkxlown and very thin veils of clouds which
are not visible for the eye may yet influence the trans-
mission of infrared radiation. Such influences are known
from measurelents of the atmospheric down coming radia-
tion.
Therefore the interpretation of channel 2 radiation data
we used additional data available from TV - pictures on
the cloudiness a/id albedo values which were determined
for measurements of the channels 3 and 5.
e) nonblacknes_ of emittin K surfaces
Some authors would show that the ground as well as clouds
may not emit completely like black bodies. LYON and BURNS
(1962) e.g. measuled for obsidian, granite and dumite a
mean emissivity of 0.8 at 5_O ° K in the spectral region
of channel 2. BUETTNER derived from TIROS III radiation
data of channel 2 above the cloudless Sahara and the
Mediterranean Sea mean emissivities of 0.67 and 0.91.
Both values are b_ed on different assumptions on the
temperature difference between the sand surface in the
Sahara and the air adjacent t_ it. BELL (A_,F) and
_om
KISLOVSKIJ (1962) found measurements and calculations
a typic_l band structure of the upectral emissivity
and reflectivity of water surface. In the spectral region
of channel 2 the emissivity of a water surface might be
0.97 _ 0.98• DEIIH_:_DJ_N (1960) found that clouds also
are not completely black. Thick clouds, however, should
qnot transmit infrared radiation.
Surface temperatures, therefore, which were determined
from radiation data of channel 2 at cloudless or com-
pletely overcast cases in the field of view of the radio-
meter have to be considered as 'radiation temperatures'.
They are somewhat lower than the actual surface tempera-
tures.
4: Evaluation of TIROS III Radiation Dat__._a
In the following investigations, listed wadiabion data from all
5 channels of TIROS III over the whole Atlantic Ocean during
orbit 61 (July,16,1961; 15.1_ - fl5.51GMT) were used. For a
more convenient handlinl in the analy3is, _hese data and the
nadir angle and the geographic coordinates of e_zh scan 3pot
hava been punched into punching charts. Computer programs have
been set up first to compute albedo values for any single scan
spot, then averages of all radiation and albedo data over qua-
drants of 2 • 2 degrees geographical longitude and latitude
and finally correlation coefficients of these radiation data.
All these calculations have been carried out on an IBM - 7090
computer.
4.1: GeoKraphieal Distribution of EaerKing Radiation Measured
from TIROS III
For the representation of the listed data in geographical maps
all measured values within quadrants of 2 • 2 degrees longitude
and latitude have been averaged arithmetically. In doin_ so
some errors can enter into our evaluation procedure.
a) As it can be seen from television pictures such quadrants
of 2 • 2 degrees longitude and latitude are not complete
overcast nor cloudless in the very most cases. So measu-
red values where the field of view of the radiometer
was complete overcast or only partly cloudy, have been
averaged with those measured above complete cloudless
areas. The averages are weighted means of all measured
values where the numbers of measurements above cloud-
less or cloudy regions are the weighting facto_. The
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amplitude of that error however may not be too larNe
because oC the wide aperture angle of the radiometers.
b) During the phase of alternating mode of the measure-
ments some areas may be viewed by the radiometers at
small and later at larger nadir angles or vice versa.
The nadir angles are averaged for 2 • 2 degrees area
in the same manner as the the radiation quantities.
Then the reduction because of the averaged radiation
values was performed with the averaged nadir angles.
Therefore, the averages of such areas contain a small
error because of the Inhomogenity of the outgoing radia-
tion flux and nadir angle (see chapter 5.3).
Since the absolute accuracy of measurements is very low
(chapter 3.42.1) these errors may not prevail upon
those of the measurements.
4.11 : Radiation Data of Channels 1, 2, and 4
In Figs.4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are plotted isolines of the equivalent
temperatures of the emerging infrared radiation measured in the
intensity regions of channels 1, 2, and 4.
Channel I viewed 'warm areas' especially at 2C ° latitude at
both sides of the equator. These areas do not coincide exactly
with warm areas viewed by the channels 2 and 4. Only areas
with very low temperatures viewed by channels 2 and @ coincide
with those viewed by channel 1. This is due to the radiation
of high clouds sensed also by channel 1 because of the small
water vapor content on top of very high clouds. Additionally
the relative humidity in the upper troposphere above high
clouds may be higher than that above cloudless regions.
A comparison of the maps of channel 2 an_ channel 4 radiation
data confirms the excellent correlation between the measured
values of both channels. This is due to the overlapping of
the sensitivity regions in the range of the water vapor window
where the intensities age high. From the 'cold areas' at the
Northern and Southern borders of the measured area on overcast
cloud field with partly high and cold clouds may be inferred.
The radiation emitted from the water surface under cloudless
sky ma_ cause the warm fields at the equator and at 20 ° - 30 °
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Southern latitude. Because of the very high sensitivity of
channel 4 in the region of the 15 - band of carbon dioxide
the equivalent temperatures are lower than those of channel 2.
4.12 : Albedo
The sensitivity regions of the channels 3 and 5 cover the
whole and a narrow part respectively of the solar spectrum
reflected by clouds or the ground (Fig.2.2). Therefore albedo
values calculated for those channels should allow to distinguish
between cloudy (high albedo : 50 % - 70 _) and cloudless or
partly cloudy regions (lo_ albedo, dependent on the albedo of
the ground and the cloud amount). Assuming that the spectral
intensity of the solar radiation reflected and scattered from
the system earth-atmosphere is equal to that of the incident
solar radiation albedo values (values of a reflectivity of the
system earth-atmosphere) can be determined according to Equ._.1.
The assumption is not absolutely correct because there is some
extinction in the incident as well as in the reflected beam,
effected by scattering and by absorption.
(4.1) A(3 or 5) = W (3 or 5)
COS Z e" We (_ or 5 )
_(3 or 5)
: radiation data of channel 3 or 5
respectively
cos Z e : cosine of the zenith distance of the
sun at the place given by the coordi-
nates of each scan spot.
--We(3 or 5) : incident solar radiation in the sensi-
tivity regions of the channels 3 or 5
respectively. Using the spectral inten-
sities derived by JOHNSON (1954) for the
solar radiation incident onto the earth's
atmosphere the values for_® (3 or 5)
are 765.5 W/m 2 and 101.6 W/m 2 respecti-
vely.
A computer program has been set up to calculate the albedo
values according to Equ. 4.1 from the geographical Coordinates of
each scan spot, The declination of the sun, from the time of
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4the scan (assuming here a mean constant spin rate of the satel-
lite) and from the measured radiation data. The results are
given in form of isolines in Fig.4.4. Unfortunately due to a
strong degradation of channels 5 and 5 the albedo values are
very low. Particularly above the cloudless sea surface albedo
values of at least 5 - 10 _ should be expected instead of al-
bedo - O_ Above clouds the real albedo may be about three
times higher than those derived from the given radiation data.
Neglecting the extinction can not have such a stron Z effect.
Since albedo values determined from the radiation data of chan-
nel 5 are yet somewhat lower than those from channel 3 only a
map of albedo from channel 3 is given here.
The cloud systems which might be derived from the channel 2
rudiation coincide with areas with relative high albedo. But
conclusions from albedo values on the cloudiness (VIEZEE and
DAVIS; 1963) are not possible because of the improbable data
of channel _ and channel 5-
4.2 : Surface Temperatures and Relative Humidities Determined
from Channels I and 2
Using the evaluation diagrams, discrlbed in chapter 5, surface
temperatures and relative humidities of the upper troposphere
have been detemmined from the radiation data of the channels
I and 2 which were averaged over squares of 2 • 2 degrees
longitude and latitude. For that evaluation procedure a com-
puter program has been set up in which these values were d_-
vided into two latitude groups and additionally in three na-
dir angle groups (O ° - 29 °, 30 ° - 45 °, 46 ° - 60o). The first
latitude group covers all radiation data from latitudes lar-
ger than 40 degrees North and South, and the second one all
data between 40 degrees North and South. Assuming the model
atmospheres I and 3 be representative for these latitude zo-
nes, surface temperatures, and relative humidities have been
determined with the evaluation diagrams calculated for the na-
J
dir angles 0°, 40 ° , and 50 ° (chapter 5.41) for both model
atmospheres. This part of the evaluation is also included in
the evaluation program. On that way the nadir angle dependence
of the radiation data has been taken into consideration. The
isolines for the nadir angles of measurements in Fig.4.5
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show that most parts of the whole area were viewed by the
satellite with nadir angles larger than 30 ° .
The surface temperatures and relative humidities of the upper
troposphere again are presented in geographic maps (Figs.4.6
and 4.7). In order to compare the results of the evaluations
with actual cloudiness, cloud fields which could be detected
on television pictures of the orbits 59, 60, and 61 were
plotted into a schematic weather map (Fig.4.8). Unfortunate-
ly TIROS III television pictuu_es of the 16 th of July cover
only the Northern Atlantic Ocean (Catalogue of Meteorologi-
cal Satellite Data - TIROS III TV-Cloud Photography; 1962).
Therefore no direct informations on the cloudiness above the
Southern part of the area were available. The overcast sky at
the Northern boundary indicated by narrow straight lines is
connected with a low pressure area. Turning in Southern direc-
tion the cloudiness decreases rapidly. But no areas were found
which were completely cloudless within squares of 2 • 2 de-
grees longitude and latitude.
Additionally in Fig.4.8 isolines of the mean sea surface tem-
perature for the month July are given (U.S.Navy, 1953).
A comparison between Figs.4.6 and 4.8 shows that dense cloud
fields well coincide with fields of the derived surface tem-
peratures lower than +5°C. The very low temperatures north of
40 ° N may be due to the apparent increase of cloudiness with
increasing nadir angle since in that regions no cloud field
has been found on the T¥ pictures. In the area between 15 °
and 20 ° North and 35 ° and 55 ° West the surface temperatures
between +5 ° and +12°C are low as compared with the climatic
ocean surface temperatures. This may be due to the influences
of scattered and partly very deep clouds. The cloud field at
40 ° Nest and 10 ° North again cam be detected on all maps as
a field of low equivalent temperatures or of high albedo.
Turning in South-Eastern direction relatively high tempera-
tures have been found near the equator (+15 ° - +18°C) and at
25 ° South (+10 ° - +13°C). If the atmosphere was completely
cloudless surface temperatures of about +26°C and 18 ° - 20°C
respectively ought to be routed from radiation data. But the
surface temperatures derived from TIROS III data are about
9° lower than the actual surface temperatures. Similar results
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have been found by other authors for areas above sea and also
above land which were completely cloudless. In order _o verify
these results similar evaluations have been carried out using
tLe radiation measurements of channel @. From that the same
surface temperatures, mostly I ° higher, have been found.
This difference can be explained with the following assump-
tions :
a) Thin and cold cirrus clouds or small but dense cumulus
clouds or dust layers absorb partly the radiation emitted
from the ground and deeper layers of the atmosphere. Such
clouds can be present everywhere in the equatorial regions
since they are seen on television pictures taken durin 5 orbit
59 approximately 5 degrees east of the area considered here.
With other words, the sky may have been not completely cloud-
less, even when high thin cirrus clouds were not observed.
b) Owing to a degxadation of the channels 2 and 4 the
measured intensities might be somewhat lower than those inci-
dent on the aperture of the radiometer. For instance WEXLER
(1964) could show that mean equivalent temperatures of both
channels measured above a cloudless region of the midtEopi-
cal Pacific Ocean decrease from orbits I - 5 to orbits 57 -
63 by about 8 ° .
These possibilities are not yet checked systematically.
On the map for the mean rela$ive humidity of the upper tro-
posphere a systematic humidity distribution at both sides of
the equator can be seen which is due to the well known large
scale circulation of the atmosphere. Yhe ascending air of the
troposphere in the equatorial zone (inner tropical convergen-
ce zone) is moist, while the subtropical belts (descending air)
at about 25 ° North and South are very dry. This .systematic
distribution is disturbed by a high and cold cloud at 10 °
latitude North and 40 ° longitude West. _here are no reports
available to us of a hurricane in that place.
The areas with relative humidities larger than 80% coincide
with areas of very low surface temperatures from which high
clouds can be concluded. The water vapor mass between such
high clouds and the satellite is too small to absorb com-
pletely the radiation emitted from the cloud surfaces. The
humidity values of the layers above such high clouds however
have some influence on the emerging radiation and can yet be
derived from them. Errors of the relative humidities depend
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mainly on
a) the errors o£ measurements (about i 5°K)
b) the model assumptions on the water vapor distribution
in the stratosphere. If the stratosphere is drier than the
model atmosphere the derived mean relative humidities will
be lower than an'actual mean relative humidity' and vice
versa. The lower the relative humidity the lower will be
these errors. As it can be seen in the evaluation diagrams
there is an approximate logarithmic relation between the
equivalent temperatures of charmell and the relative humidity
of the troposphere.
c) the height and temperature of the tropopause.
In spite of all errors of the measurements the representations
of radiation data and of the derived quantities give useful
informations on the geographic location of cloud fields and
of areas with a very dry or moist troposphere. But since only
two measured radiation values can be used no informations on
a moisture or temperature profile are available.
@-3 : Correlations between Simultaneous Radiation Data
@.31: Comparison of Radiation Data from Distinct Points
As it can be seen from the maps of equivalent temperatures
and of the albedo values the data show a good correlation,
which can be confirmed by a comparison of the data (again
averaged over quadrants o£ 2 • 2 degrees longitude 3nd latl-
tude) £rom 12 points (Fig.@.9). In order to avoid influences
o£ the nadir angle points are chosen that they all are viewed
by the satellite under the same nadir angle of 30 ° - 40 ° .
Their geographical coordinates are given in the Table._.1.
Table @.1 :
point i 1 2 5 @ 5 '6 7 8 9 10 "11' 12 1
tongitude167°W 51°W @5°W 59°1 27°l 25°W 19°1 7°W l°W 7°E 11°E 25°E i
 atitude 9°. 5°s  °s?Os  Os29Os5 Os59os,,,
The profiles of the quantitieB shown in Fig.@.9 along the line
given by the points of Table @.1 show a quite similar behavipr.
The spatial variation of the equivalent temperatures of channels
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2 and 4 is nearly equal. The curve ef the channel 1 values
deviates somewhat from that of the other channels, particu-
larly above cloudless regions or regions with very low clouds
(points 5, 6, 9, 10). The spatial variation of the channel 5
albedo is nearly the mirror image of the variation of channel 2
effective temperatures. Above cl'udy areas all infrared
channels measured low equivalent _mperatures while the channel
3 albedo is relatlvely hlgh (po 2 and 4). But above cloud-
less regions, above which all iD -_ _ channels measure high
effective temperatures, the all _o is nearl_ zero. This
value is too low and due to the degradation of the channel 5.
4.32 : Correlations Between Sin61e Zeasured Values
In the preceding chapter it has been shown that the radiation
data of the channels 1, 2, and # show a good correlation. Si-
milar results have been found with radiation data from the or-
bits 42 and 114 (_0LLE_ & RASCHKE; 1965)] But that small num-
ber of samples may not be representative for statistical in-
vesti6ations of correlations.
Therefore linear correlation coefficients have been calculated
from all data of the 5 orbits 61, 42, and 114 for the radia-
tion data of the three infrared channels and the albedo va-
lues of channels 3 and 5 and the cosine of the zenith distance
of the sun. In doing so the data have been divided into 4
nadir angle groups (O ° - 50 °, 50 ° - 40 °, aO ° - 50 °, }50 ° ) and
radiation data of a scan spot with equivalent temperatures
lower than 200°K have been omitted as not reliable. Additional-
ly in all correlation coefficients of radiation data with al-
bedo or cos Z o the data of the nightside (Fig.4.4) have been
omitted as well. The correlation coefficients are given in
Table _.2.
A first glance on it shows that they confirm the results al-
ready found by comparisons of data from single points namely
that the equivalent temperatures of channel I correlate with
those of channel 2 and 4 narrower in orbits 42 and 114 than
in orbit 61. This is a consequence of the synoptic distribu-
tion of clouds and cloudless areas. In orbits _2 and 114,
there are large areas with high clouds and with cloudless sky
over desert regions by which distribution the contrast bet-
* See Appendix HI, p. 85 of this report.
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ween high and low surface temperature becomes parallel to the
contrast betweeen moist and dry atmosphere. Orbit 61, however,
does not show such strong differences in surface temperature
and they are not accompanied by corresponding humidity differen-
ces.
From an independent consideration, it appears astonishing that
there is at all a good correlation between channel I and 2
because they characterize humidity and surface temperature
respectively. I_rder to show the details of the connexion, a
counting diagram has been drawn which shows the frequency of
channel 1 temperatures versus those of channel 2 (Fig.4.flO).
The numbers in the count diagram give the frequency of data
in temperature intervalls of 5° to 5° . The curves in this
Figure show the simultaneous change of the two equivalent tem-
peratures when the surface (cloud) temperature changes. In the
lower part of the diagram these curves are vertical indicating
that there must be no correlation at all. When a good corre-
lation between these temperatures is found it is caused by
those situations where high clouds lower the temperatures of
both channels simultaneously or by a good correlation between
humidity and surface temperature (cloud height) depending on
weather situations. But for such investigations radiation data
of more orbits, perhaps divided into latitude groups according
to climatic zones should be used. Such investigations will
be continued in future.
According to our evaluation method, for those radiation data
of channel q which lie on the left side of the 100 % - curve
no relative humidities have been determined. Perhaps such
low values particularly with high tmmperatures of channel 2
(260 ° - 280°K) might be caused by the large error and noise
of measurements.
_hecorrelation seems to increase with increasing nadir angle.
The narrow correlation between the radiation data of the chan-
nels 2 and a as it has been show n earlier is due to the spec-
tral sensitivity of both channels in the region of the water
vapor window. But that correlation decreases slightly with
increasing orbit number which could be due Co a different
dagradatlon of both cha_nels. Again in a count diagram a large
scattering can be show,.of the measured values. The curves
which give the dependence of Teq u (channel 2) from Teq u (chan-
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nel 4) for model atmosphere 3 (N - 0°; 100 _ and 5 $) however
show that particularly with low clouds or cloudless atmosphere
(high temperatures) the correlation can not be linear since
channel 4 is more sensitive in the regions of the 152_- carbon
dioxide band and H20 rotational band than channel 2.
In order to estimate the influence of water vapor on that cor-
relation linear partial correlation coefficients have been
calculated keeping constant those of channel I (assumed to
be representative for relative humidity of the troposphere).
But these coefficients (Table 4.3, column I) are approximately
equal to the general linear coefficients from which it can be
inferred that the water vapor of the upper troposphere does
not influence in a decisive degree the radiation fluxes. The
same result will be found from partial correlation coefficients
between the radiation data o£ channell and 4 keeping constant
those of channel 2 (assumed to be represe:_tative for the sur-
face temperature). These partial correlation coefficients
(Table 4.3, column 2) are lower than the general linear coef-
ficients which characterize all apparent correlatLons caused
by meteorological conditions.
nadir angle
group
1
2
3
4
orbit 42
1 2
61
1 2
o. 354
o.317
o. 3o5
0.230
C.788
0.805
0.826
0.862
0.950 0.231
0.980 0.57C
0.958 0.603
0.892 0.150
0.881
0.902
0.885
0.890
114
O. 506
O. 515
O. 461
0.110
Table #-5 : linear partial correlation coefficients for
equivalent temperatures of
col.1 : channels 2 and 4 keeping constant those of channel 1
col.2 : channels 1 and # keeping constant those of channel 2
The correlations between the infrared data and albedo values
are mainly negative as it has already been shown by the com-
parison of radiation data from selected points. Above a uni-
form ground surface as it is given during orbit 61 above the
Atlantic Ocean a negative correlation should be expected bet-
ween channel 2 and the albedo values, which is narrower than
above varying land surfaces. In the latter case not on_ clouds
but alSo orographic conditions will influence the correlation
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since cold clouds as well as warm desert surfaces have a high
albedo. In the former case however the correlation is very
low (orbit 6q) which might be due to the high degradation of
the channels _ and 5- From albedo values of those channels
cloudless regions (only albedo of the sea) could not be dis-
tinguished from regions with scattered clouds or vails (albedo
of sea and clouds) because of the very low sensitivity of both
channels.
Again the decreasing correlation between both albedo values
with increasing orbit number seems to confirm a different de-
gradation of both channels as it has been suggested also for
the channels 2 and 4.
Tile relatively narrow correlation between infrared data and
the cos Z@ in orbits 42 and Iq4 seems to be caused by the
coincidence of cloudless regions (with dry troposphere and
high ground temperatures) with regions of low zenith distance
of the sun during the time of measurements. In fact during
orbits 42 and q14 TIROS III had passed Western Europe (cloudy
sky) during sunrise but the cloudless regions (high surface
temperatures) of Turkey and Arabia at local times near noon.
These are typical examples of spurious correlations.
5 : Concludin_ Remarks
Former investigations of an evaluation method (MOLLER & RASCHKE,
J963)*of TIROS III infrared radiation data for the determina-
tion of surface temperatures and mean relative humidities of
the troposphere from the radiation data of the infrared chan-
nels 2 and I have been continued here. Herein it could be shown
how much deviations of the atmospheric conditions from the
used model atmosphere influence the radiation results. But
errors resulting from those deviations do not exceed those
arising from the large absQlute errors of the measurements.
The basic assumptions about the wate_ vapor content in the
stratosphere and the stratosphere height and temperature •
mainly influence the qualitative results of mean relative hu-
midities. Therefore the evaluation method will be developed
further to include also informations on the conditions in the
lower stratosphere as they might be given in future by similar
measurements in other spectral regions.
* See Appendix III, p. 85 of this report.
But evaluations of radiation data measured du_ing orbit 61
over the entire Atlantic Ocean have revealed a typical dis-
tribution of the relative humidity of the upper troposphere
arising from large scale vertical air circulation (Fig.@.7).
Surface temperatures, however, determined from channel 2 above
nearly cloudless regions are 9 ° - 10°C lower than the actual
surface temperatures. This effect might be due to thin clouds
or a slight degradation of the channel 2. Since the channels
3 and 5 show also a large loss of sensitivity our investi-
gations will be continued with radiation data measured du-
ring earlier orbits of TIROS III. Some statistlcal investiga-
tions additionally confirm the conclusions already derived
from sample studies and they again indicate the large scatter-
ing of measured values which is mainly due to the relatively
large ratio noise-response.
In future work all these investigations will be continued with
radiation data measured above the nightside of the earth.
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APPENDIX I
Tables of the spectral transmittance At" ( 1olog (Ivw*))
and of the decadic logarithms of the generalized absorp-
tion coefficients ( lolOg l_ ) for water vapor and car-
bon dioxide and a table for the integrated transmittance
of the 9.6p- band of ozone.
The "pressure corrected" absorbing gas quantity is defined
by
,, P )n
w - W( o
where Po is the standard pressure.
absorbing
gas
H20
CO 2
o3
exponent n
0.72
0.65
o._1 for p(15o mb
o for p) 15o mb
I¢
W
,,.  TP]
The curves of these tabulated data are given in MOLLER &
I_SCHKE (1963).*
* See Appendix III, p. 85 of this report.
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Table A : Decadic Logarithms of the Generalized Absorp-
tion Coefficients (lolOg i_' for the 6.5/_-
Band of Water Vapor
( 4.7/_ - 8.6/_ ; 212o cm-1 -.116o cm )
_[cm -1] 500 OK
116o o.38 -1
12oo o.8o -1
12#o o.25
128o o. 66
152o o.lo +1
1 560 o. 58 +1
14oo o. 08 +2
1_o o. 50 +2
148o 0.86 +2
152o o. 76 +2
1560 o. 20 +2
158o o.o8 +2
16oo o.16 +2
16#o o. 70 +2
168o 0.56 +2
172o o. 2o +2
1 760 o. 80 +1
18oo 0.45 +1
184o o. oo +1
188o o.66
192o o.56
196o o.o6
2000 0.75 -1
20#0 o. 51 -1
2080 0.90 -2
212o o. 46 -2
280 OK
o.3o -1
0.72 -1
o.16
0.60
o. 06 +1
0.56 +1
o. o8 +2
o.48 +2
0.8# +2
o.8o +2
o.22 +2
o.lo +2
o.25 +2
o. 72 +2
o. 56 +2
o. 2o +2
o. 76 +1
o.#o +1
0.98
o.62
0.50
O.OO
0.62 -1
0.22 -1
o. 80 -2
o. 56 -2
260 OK
o.19 -1
0.60 -1
0.06
0.55
o. 02 +1
o. 52 +1
o. 08 +2
o.46 +2
o.8o +2
o.8o +2
o. 25 +2
o.15 +2
o. 5o +2
0.74 +2
o. 56 +2
o. 20 +2
o. 74 +1
o. 55 +1
o.96
0-57
o. 24
0.90 -1
0.50 -1
0.1o -1
0.70 -2
0.25 -2
240 OK
o. o4 -1
o.45 -1
0.96 -1
o. 46
0.95
0.#8 +1
o. 08 +2
o.#4 +2
o.8o +2
o.8o +2
o. 5o +2
o.18 +2
0.56 +2
0.76 +2
o. 56 +2
o. 2o +2
o. 72 +1
o. 55 +1
o. 9#
0.52
O.15
O. 76 -1
O. 57 -1
O.97 -2
o.55 -2
o.lo -2
22o OK
0.90 -2
0.52 -1
0.80 -1
o. 54 .
0.88
o.44 +1
o.o6 +2
o.#o +2
o.8o +2
o.8o +2
o.55 +2
o.22 +2
o.## +2
o. 78 +2
o. 56 +2
o.2o +2
o.68 +1
o.50 +1
0.90
0.44
0.04
0.64 -1
0.25 -1
o. 82 -2
o. 58 -2
0.95 -5
200 OK
o.72 -2
o.15 -1
o.62 -I
o.22
0.80
0.#o +1
o.oo +2
0.57 +2
0.80 +2
o.82 +2
o.#o +2
o.26 +2
0.50 +2
0.78 +2
0.56 +2
o.2o +2
0.66 +1
0.25 +1
0.85
O.40
0.90 -1
o.48 -1
0.05 -1
0.60 -2
o.15 -2
0.80 -5
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Table B : Decadic Logarithms of the Generalized Absorp-
tion Coefficients (lolOg 1y) for the Rotation
Band of Water Vapor
( 12.5/_- 5o/_ ; 800 cm -1 - 200 cm -1 )
800
76o
72o
680
6#o
600
560
520
480
L_.o
400
360
32o
280
240
200
300 OK
0.45 -1
0.52 -1
o.61 -1
o. 72 -1
o.84 -1
0.00
0.28
0.72
o.17 +1
0.44 +1
o.63 +1
o. o# +2
o. 50 +2
0.54 +2
o.78 +2
0.00 +_
28o OK
0.27
0.68
o.lo +1
0.36 +1
o. 55 +1
o.96 +1
o. 22 +2
0.48 +2
o. 75 +2
260 OK
o. 26
0.65
o. 02 +1
o. 30 +1
o.5o +1
o.88 +1
o.14 +2
0.42 +2
o.72 +2
240 OK
0.25
o.61
0.96
o.22 +1
0.40 +1
o. 80 +1
0.06 +2
0.37 +2
0.69 +2
220 OK
o. 24
0.57
O.90
o.16 +1
0.54 +1
o. 70 +1
o.98 +1
o. 32 +2
o.66 +2
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Table C : Spectral Transmittance _ ( loiog (4u*)) =
• ( Iolog iv + lolOg ut ) for the 6.3/_ - Band
and the Rotation Band of Water Vapor to be
Used in Connection with Table A and B
1 o I°g(l' u" )
o. 8 -4
0.9
0.0 --3
0.1
0.2
O.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0-7
0.8
0.9
O. O -2
O.1
O.2
O.9
O.#
0.5
o.6
0.7
o.8
0.9
O.O -1
0.1
0.2
0.3
1.000
1.000
1.ooo
1.ooo
1.ooo
1.000
0.998
0.995
o.993
o.99o
o.987
o.984
o.98o
o.975
o.969
o.962
0.953
o.9_
o.932
o.917
o.9oo
o.88o
0.857
o.831
0.802
o.771
rotat. IolOg(4 u_ )
1.000
o.998
o.995
o.99#
o.992
0.990
o.987
0.985
0.983
o.978
o.975
o.97o
0.964
0.958
0.950
o.942
0.930
o.918
0.905
0.890
0.875
0.855
o.835
o.815
0.790
o.763
o.#
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
O.O
O.1
0.2
0.3
O.#
0.5
0.6
0.7
O.8
0.9
O.O
0.1
0.2
0.3
O.#
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
-1
+O
+I
0.757
0.700
o.662
o.62o
0.575
o.531
o.485
o.#38
0.393
o.35o
o.3o7
0.262
o.223
o.185
o.147
o.115
0.087
0.065
o.o47
0.033
0.022
o.o14
0.009
0.005
0
0
rotat.
0.737
0.708
0.675
o.635
0.595
0.5#8
0.500
o.#5o
o.398
0.345
o.298
o.244
o.2oo
o.16o
o.122
0.095
0.067
0.0#7
0.028
o.o15
o.oo5
o
o
o
o
o
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Table D : Absorption Coefficients _ and i__ for the
-I
Water Vapor Window ( 8.3_- 12.5_ ; 12oo cm
18oo cm -1 )
[cm -1] [cm g-O.5'
800
840
880
920
960
o.16o
o. 080
0.050
o. 045
o. 040
( u_) ,,. exp -
cm g-S
o.135
o.11o
o.o_5
o. 085
o. 080
cm--lJ
looo
lo#o
1080
112o
_,_ + _vu W )
7#
cmg-O.
0 •040
0.045
0.050
0.065
cm g-_
0.080
o.o8o
o.o8o
0.085
Table E : Integrated Transmittance _ (lolOg ma) for the
9.6_- Band of Ozone
-1
( 8.8p- lo.61,.; 114o cm - 840 cm -1 )
lolOg m '_ lolOg m_ 4 lolOg m Ij'
o. 3 -4
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.0 -3
0.1
0.2
0.3
1. 000
0.998
0,996
0.995
o.993
o.99o
o. 988
0.985
o. 981
0.977
0.973
o .4 -3
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
o.o -2
O.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
o.967
o.961
0.953
0.945
o.935
o. 924
o.912
o. 898
0.883
o.867
o. 850
0.5 -2
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
o.o -1
o.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
o.83o
o.81o
o. 788
o. 764
o. 740
o.717
o.695
0.675
0.655
0.635
O.616
7O
Table F : Decadic Logarithms of the Generalized Absorption
Coefficients (qolog lv) for the qS/_- Band of CO 2
( 12.5_- 19.2/_ ; Soo 0=-I - 520 cf I )
520
540
560
580
600
620
640
66o
670
680
7oo
72o
74o
76o
780
800
5oo oK
0.35 -5
O.OO -4
0.60 -g
0.70 -3
0.84 -2
o.55 -I
O.OO
0.65
0.80
0.60
0.95 -q
0.27 -1
0.55 -2
0.65 -5
0.65 -4
o.#o -5
260 OK
0.25 -5
o.65 -5
o. 5o -q-
0.50 -3
0,45 -2
o.lo -1
o. 88 -1
0.70
0.82
0.62
o. 88 -'1
o.2o -1
o.go -2
0.50 -3
o. 50 -4
0.20 -5
240 OK
0.95 -6
0.55 -5
o.oo -4
0.00 --3
o.15 -2
o.8o -2
o. 72 -'1
0.75
o. 84
o .65
o. 70 -q
0.05 -'1
o. 20 -2
0.25 -3
o. 20 -4
o.oo -5
220 OK
0.80 -6
o.q5 -5
0-75 -5
0.75 -4
0.90 -3
0.55 -2
0.57 -q
0.80
0.86
0.70
0.50 -1
0.83 -2
0.90 -3
0.95 -4
0.80 -5
o.7o -6
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Table G : Spectral Transmittance 4:'( lolOg (ltc*)) =
( lolOg ir + lolOg c* ) for the 15/,- Band
of Carbon Dioxide to be Used in Connection with
the Table F
lolOg(l, c_)
o .5 -4
0.6
0.7
0.8
o.9
O.O --3
O.1
0.2
o.3
0.4
O.5
0.6
O.7
0.8
O.9
O.O -2
O.1
0.2
O.3
0.4
1 . 000
o .997
o. 995
o .993
o .99o
o. 988,
o.985
o. 983
o. 981
o.979
o. 976
o. 972
o .968
o.965
o.957
o.95o
o. 943
0.935
0.925
o.913
lolOg(lv c_ )
0.5-2
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.0 -_
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.0 +0
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.4
0.902
o.891
0.878
O •865
o.85o
0.834
O.817
o. 796
o.772
O. 747
O.717
0.687
0.652
o.617
O •580
o. 555
0.495
o. 452
o.#Io
o.367
lolOg(lv c i)
0.5 +0
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.0 +1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
o.o +2
o.1
0.2
0.3
O.4
o. 525
0.287
0.250
o.213
o.18o
o.15o
o.125
o.loo
0.080
o. 063
o. 048
o.035
0.025
o.o18
o.olo
o. 008
0 • 005
0.003
0
0
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APPENDIX II
Radiation diagrams for the channels 1, 2 and 4 of
the meteorological satellite TIROS III and for a
"difference channel (_-2) w which is defined by the
difference between the spectral sensitivities of the
channels @ and 2, and auxiliary diagrams for the cor-
rection according to the absorption and emission by
atmospheric ozone and carbon dioxide ( see also
chapter 3 in MOLLER&HASCHKE, 1963 )
* See Appendix HI, p. 85 of this report.
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ABSTRACT:
For the construction of radiation diagrams (according to
YAMAMOTO's model, 1952) for the ramges of sensitivity of the
3 infrared channels of the satellite TIROS IIl transmission
functions have been calculated from measured laboratory data
published by several authors. The pressure dependence of ab-
sorption is discussed.
With these radiation diagrams the outgoing radiation flux is
calculated for 3 model atmospheres with some modifications.
A method (MOLLER 1962) for the determination of a mean relative
humidity of the troposphere and the surface temperature of
clouds or ground from the measured radiation data is discussed
and the results demonstrated as example in maps of the European
part of orbit 42.
Preliminary statistical investigations show good correlations
between the measured radiation data in different channels
(demonstrated by averages over large areas). Single values,
however, show a large scattering.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) launched a series of neteorological eatelllteo into
orbits around the earth, which transmitted television pictures
of the earth and cloud surfaces and also data of radiation measure-
ments in several small spectral ranges of the long and short wave
radiation.
The television pictures are nowadays an essential element of the
wheather analysis and forecasting (nepMaDalysis maps).
Investigations of radiation data were carried out only to deter-
mine surface temperatures (NORDBERG etal., 1962; WARK st al, 1962),
to determine cloud heights especially over hurricanel (IUJITA,
1962), and to show several correlations between synoptic situations
and the outgoing radiation flux.
In the present report the possibility shall be discussed to de-
rive a mean relative humidity of the troposphere and a surface
temperature (clouds or ground) from radiation data (MOLLER, 1962)
in 2 different spectral ranges. For that the radiation transfer
equations should be solved for the upward outgoing radiation flux
in the sensitivity of the detectors used in the satellite. This
solution was obtained by radiation diagrams which were construc-
ted using transmission functions, which have been derived especial-
ly for this purpose.
In order .co show the possible errors of the method and of the
radiation data various statistical investigations of single
radiatio_ data and of averaged values were carried out.
2. THE TIROS EXPERIMENT.
First we will give a short introduction into the experiment
as a basis for our study. More detailed informations can be
found under references marked by (*).
2.1: The object of measurements.
The satellites of the TIROS series were especially designed
for meteorological tasks what is also indicated by their name
TIROS (Television and _nfra-Red _bservation _atellite). The instru-
ments flown in the satellites include radiometers and televi-
sion cameras. One of the radiometers is a five_channel medium
resolution radiometer with an aperture angle of approximately
5 degrees. It measures:
a. in three spectral ranges the upward outgoing radiation flux
emitted from the earth and its atmosphere
b. the solar radiation scattered and reflected by the earth
and its atmosphere in two spectral ranges.
The TIROS satellite paths are nearly circular with a mean height
of approximately 780 km above the earth's surface. The orbit in-
clination is about 48 °. Thus, the coverage extends to about 50 @
latitude on each side of the equator. Jeasured data are stored
during each orbit on an endless magnetic tape within the satel-
lite and transmitted to the earth while the satellite is passing
a Data Acquisition Station.
2.2:Data of the Five-Channel Medium Resolution Radiometer.
The principle of the r_diometer is illustrated in Fig. 2.1a
where the components of a single channel are pictured. The opt-
ical axis of each channel is bidirectional 180 ° apart. It incli-
nes 45 ° to the satellite spin axis so that one optical system
views the earth and the other the outer space. The measured ra-
diation is the dif£erence value between the radiation reaching
both inputs of the radiometer. So the signal is determined by
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(2,1) W = / (Wwall--v wfl°°r)v {(n)v dv[W m-2]
where "wall" and "flo)r" signify both inputs (Fig. 2.1a),
_(n) is the effective spectral sensitivity of the detector
V
n (n = I, 2, 3, 4, 5) at the wave number v (HANEI,, WARK 1961).
Sines theoretically the outer space level should be nearly
zero, it can be used as a reference.
As the satellite rotates on its spin axis, the radiometer scan
pattern on the earth's surface is defined by the intersection
of a 45 e half-angle cone and a sphere. The spin axis is nearly
fixed in the space. The intersection curves are oircles (spit.
vector parallel to the orbital radius vector), o:_ single (spin
vector inclined to the orbital radius vector), or double hyper-
bola-like branches (spin vector is_ perpendicular to the orbital
radius vector), Pig. 2.1b. The spin rate amounts to about 6 sec.
A permanent control of the position of the satellite, of its
spinaxis vector, of the spin rate and also of the data acqui-
sition time (end-of-tape-time) allows to determine for each
moment of a measurement the nadir angle and azimuth angle and
also the area viewed by the radiometer input.
Using an analog-to-digital-converter the analog data can be
digitized suitable for an IBM 7090 computer. Radiation data
and other data for orientation are available on a "Final Meteor-
ologlcal Radiation Tape".
FUJITA (1963) developed a procedure to directly evaluate analog
data given on an analog record. As the aperture angle is about
5 degrees, the radiometer views an area on the earth's surface
of a radius of about 35 k_ when the optical axis is parallel
to _he orbit radius vector. This area increases with increas-
ing nadirangle (FUJITA, 1963).
The intensity of the infrared radiation reaching the detector
surface depends on the temperature profile of the atmosphere,
the content and distribution of emitting and absorbing gases,
and the compactness and heights of clouds. Hence, three of the
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five channels are equipped to measure the infrared radiation
of the earth and its atmosphere in three different spectral
ranges (table II,1). The other 2 radiometers measure solar
radiation scattered and reflected from the atmosphere, the
clouds, and the ground. (Fig. 2.2).
Table 11.1: Ranges of sensitivity of the five-channel
medium resolution radiometer.
range of
channel sensitivity bands of optic active gases
terrestrial
radiation
5.8_ -6.8_ centre of the 6.3_-band of
water vapor
"water vapor window" around I0_,
8_ - 13_ 9.6_-band of ozone and wing ranges
of the 15_-band of CO 2
"water vapor window", water vapor
7.5_-32.5_ rotation band (k > 18_), 9.6_-
band of ozone and 15_-b_Lnd of CO 2
solar
radiation
reflected solar radiation in the
0.2_ - 6_ entire spectral range of the in-
cident solar radiation
reflected solar radiation in the
0.5_-0.75_ visible range
The infrared radiometer measure radiation, the propagation of
which is influenced through the atmosphere by absorption and
emission of one or more abaorption bands of water vapor, carbon
dioxide, and ozone (Fig. 2.4). These 3 gases have the main im-
portance in the main importance in the infrared range cansldered
here.
Channel I: Its sensitivlty range is located in the center of
the stro_gabsorbing rotation-vlbration band of water vapor.
So it should receive only radiation emitted by water vapor in
higher layers (upper troposphere and lower stratosphere) with
its characteristic temperature. If these layers are very dry,
radiation of deep and warm layers of the troposphere should be
received also. Consequently the measured intensity will be pro-
6
shown in Fig.1.1 this problem is important for radiation
flux calculations for the spectral regions of the channels
2 and 4 where absorption bands of H20 , CO 2 and 03 are lo-
cated.
The spectral transmissivity in such an overlapping region
is determined by the product of the spectral transmissivities
of the single constituents according to
(2.#) " 'r',,.H20" 'r',,,o 3 • "g ,,c02
Fortunately the absorption bands of CO 2 (15_-band) and 03
(9.6_-band) do not overlap each other in a first approxima-
tion. So we can strictly follow the correction method of
YAHA_OTO (1952). If we define a correction transmission
(2.5) _P " T'MeH20 - _'vl total
for each spectral interval d _ , an averaged 'correction
transmission' can be calculated similar to the transmission
in Equ. 2.3 b. In our considerations the integration over all
wavenumbers was carried out for CO 2 ending at 900 cm -I and
beginning at 900 cm -I for ozone. The summation of both inte-
grals (or _(u,c) +_u_-_ , where u is the water vapor
mass and c and m the mass of CO 2 and 05 respectively) gives
then the value of that transmissivity _hich is to substract
from _ ('u (T)') in the diagram (Fig.2.1).
_(U,C) or_(u,m) can be determined using auxiliary diagrams
similar to that shown in Fig. 2.2. In Fig.2.1 the determi-
nation of the outgoing upward radiation flux according to
Equ.2.3 is explained schematically. This flux is proportional
to the area boundered by the ordinate , the abscissa until
To, the curve w (T) and the upper boundary (_;T I) of the
diagram until T - T s. Because of the presence of carbon
dioxide and ozone the correction area is to substract from
the area described above.
In radiation diagrams, the problems with varying pressure along
the considered path have to be reduced to a problem where the
conditions of a constant pressure Po can be considered. So
7
portional to an averaged relative humidity if a temperature
profile is given (M_LLER, 1961).
Channel 2: The main sensitivity is located in the range of
the water vapor window where infrared radiation is absorbed
only by the 9.6_-band of ozone, a small continuum and weak
lines of the water vapor (ROACH, GOODY, 1958). According to
this absorption corrected data should be nearly equal to the
radiation emitted by surfaces of clouds or the ground with
its characteristic temperature.
Channel 4: The measured radiation intensity will be mostly in-
fluenced by the radiation reaching the receiver in the "win-
dow range" because of the maximum of the Planck-function for
temperatures between 240°K and 280°K in this spectral range.
Natural radiation of very high and cold layers will reach the
detector in the spectral range of the very strong absorbing
15_-band of CO 2. A small influence on the received radiation
will be expected by variations of the water vapor content of
the atmosphere because of the absorption in the rotation band
of water vapor (_ _ 18_). But it might be sufficient to deter-
mine a mean relative humidity in layers of the lower tropo-
sphere.
The radiation flux measured in channel 4 is about 80_of the
whole upward heat radiation flux outgoing from the planet earth
into outer space (WARK, 1962). To demonstrate this, in Fig. 2.3
the wavelength _ is given on the abscissa as a function of the
ratio of the Planck-function integrated up to k(Wo__) to the
whole black body radiation (WQ) for the temperature T = 250@K.
This temperature is called the "effective radiation temperature
of the planet earth w (M6LLER, 1957).
Radiation measurements were carried out only by the satellites
TIROS II, III, and IV. But for our investigations we used only
the radiation data of TIROS III since the radiometers of
TIROS II were not calibrated accurately and TIROS IV did not
contain the channel 4.
3. COMPUTATION OF RADIATION FLUX IN THE SENSITIVITY REGIONS
OF THE INFRARED CHANNELS OF SATELLITE TIROS III.
The principle of the calculation of radiation fluxes by use
of radiation diagrams will be explained.
3.1: Characteristics of measured radiation.
The reiceiver surface will be attained by radiation coming
from a cone with an opening angle (_w) of 5 degrees. The spec-
tral irradiance shall be i,[W m -2 str-1]. Because of the dif-
ferent spectral absorptivity of the filter, lenses, and prism,
and the spectral reflectivity of the chopper the radiometer
has an effective spectral sensitivity_v. The corresponding
curves are shown in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3.
The measured im-adiance [W m-2S then can be calculated from
(3.1) _,(n) _ _Jiv_n)dv [, m-2]
0
As it is usual in the literature, we will term the measured
irradiance as a measured radiation flux, which designates
all radiation coming through and from the atmosphere and inci-
dent on a receiver. But the calibration was carried through
as for hemispheric symmetry, so we get
(3.2) " ; _ n)dv
w(n) _ _,(n) / _(n)dv = By= '-_ = _ iv v
0
That means the instruments are immediately calibrated in the
corresponding black body radiation. The equivalent temperature
for the measured radiation flux can then be calculated easily
by the equation
(3.3) W (n) = J Bv(Tequ.)_n)dv .
9
The TIROS IIl radiation data of the infrared radiation are
given in units of this equivalent temperature.
3.2: Principle of the calculation of the radiation flux
for arbitrary model atmospheres.
3.21: A_ions.
For the computation of radiation fluxes in the atmosphere
several assumptions are necessary, which are satisfied in a
first approximation and verified with measurements and cal-
culations. They shall be mentioned for better understanding
of the following considerations.
I. The infrared radiation will be not scattered by the mole-
cules of the air (M_LLER, 1957; HINZPETL:R, FOITZIK, 1958).
2. On each place in the atmosphere the local thermodynamical
equilibrium Js given. Then the Kirchhoff-law is valid
(ELLASSER, 1960; etc.). CURTIS (1956) could show that this is
_orrect up to a height of 50 km. The inf:_red radiation of
layers highe:r than 50 km is almost withoat any significance
because of the very small absorber quantities.
3. The surface of the earth and _loud surfaces emit infrored ra-
di:_ti_n like black bodies with an emissivity I (M_LLER, 1957).
Because thi_ cloud layers m_y have a small but measurable trans-
missivity, we will understand as cloud surface temperatures an
effective radiation temperature, which can be the temperature
of a level within the cloud but mostly _lose to its surface.
Further we will assume that we can use transmission functions
for single ray3, i.e. a bundle of rays with vanishing small aper-
ture angle, although there is no direct but only diffuse infrared
rE diation in the atmosphere.
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_.22: Solution of the equation of radiation transfer.
With the assumptions above mentioned the radiation transfer
equation has the following solution for the spectral inten-
sity W' of the upward radiation flux:
(3.4) w, = %(mz) + rv(w dr
v dT
Bv(T) is the spectral irradiance of a black body with the tem-
perature T; Tz and T o are the temperatures in the level z
(satellite) and at the surface of a radiator (cloud or ground).
The spectral transmissivity of an absorbing gas at th,_ wave
number v is determined by Tv(w) , where w is the gas quantity be-
tween the places of the temperatures T z and T. Tv(W) and w
will be discussed in the chapter 4.1. From equation 3.4 the
amount of the radiation measured by a receiver n with the
(n) can be determined byspectral sensitivity _ v
(3.5)
lid
V V V
e
= (n)B (%)dr +
¥ V /., V V
• o Tz dT
With a given temperature profile (and consequently )
dT
and a given absorber distribution w(T) in the atmosphere and
their properties of transmission the equation (3.5) can be
lOa
integrated. Modern high speed computers can be used for a nu-
merical integration (WARK etal., 1962); in doirLg this a program
was written so that different temperature profiles, distribu-
tions of the absorber quantities and also different filter func-
tions can be introduced.
A graphical integralion is possible using radiation diagrams
as were constructed by several authors (M_LLER, 1932, 1944;
ELSASSER, 1942, 196(; YAMAMOT0, 1952; KONDRATIEV, 1960). Foz
our investigations we will use radiation diagra=s designed for
each channel according to YA_A_OTO's diagram.
3.23: Construction of a radiation diagram accordin___
YA_AMOTO _1952).
The basic idea for the construction of any radiation diagram is
to integrate over all wave lengths before the integration over
all temperatures (or better layers) between Tz and T o is carried
out. Analogous to YAN_OTO we introduce a weighted mean trans-
missivity _(w(T)) of the entire sensitivity range for a constant
temperature T and absorber quantity w(T):
(3.6) T(w(T;) = Tv(W( )dv
w(T) is the absorber quantity given in an atmospheric profile
as a function of the temperature T. The second term on the
right side of equation (3.5) gets then the following form:
PT. _ w
(3.7)
o dT
• v 'Cn)dBv( ),I IF'C VI")-YdT.
v dT
Tz e
Now we can set_
m
(3.8a) -------=
dT dT
@
_V
ll
where S(T) is the radiation of a black body with the tempers-
ture T received by a receiver n witL the effective spectral
(n)
sensitivity _v :
(3.8b)
T
0
Substitul-h_g equaticn (3.8a) into equation (3.7 and changing
the variable of inlegration gives now an equation for the
upward radiation fTux received by a receiver o_ the spectral
(n).
sensitivity T v '
(3.9)
¥(n) = S(Tz ) +_rCw(_)) dS(_) .
Equation (3.9) now shows a way to construct a radiation
diagramm with T(w(T)) as ordinate and S(T) as abscissa. For
practical purposes these functions are determined for several
temperatures and absorber quantities. So the diagram contains
lines of constant temperature (vertical straight lines, ab-
scissae) and curves w(T) = constant (Fig. 3.1). For flux cal-
culations the absorber quantities are determined according to
an equation given in the next chapter.
The area limited by the curve w(T), To, the avscissa and the
ordinate is then proportional to the radiation flux W (n)
(Eq. 3.9).
As is shown later, the transmissivity functions depend on
pressure and temperature. The temperature dependence can be
considered during the construction of the diagrams, but not
the pressure dependence. Because the diagram shouldapplicmb_
to different arbitrary atmospheric profiles, it is constructed
with transmission functions whlcb are valled only for one re-
ference pressure Po and a"pressure correction" of the absorber
quantity is introduced. Diagrams which are explained above were
constructed for water vapor in all 3 sensitivity ranges but a
12
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Fig. 5.1 : Radiation diagram
( Y_uh_.uo_o,1952 )
SO')EW'niL]
CO 2 or 0 3 Ecm NTP.1
Fig. 3.2 : Auxiliary diagram
( YAMAMOT0, 1952 )
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correction according to the absorption by CO 2 and 03 within the
same ranges (channels 2 and 4) has to be applied.
3.23.1: Auxiliar_ _!i_gEams for the correction relative to
the absor_i_n_b Z other _a_se_.
In spectral interw_ls dv where absorption bands of water w_por,
carbon dioxide, and ozone overlap the transmissivity can be de-
termined by the product of the transmissivities of the 3 gases:
(3.10) _v =Tv,H20 " _v,C02 " _v,03 "
Fortunately the 9.6_-band of ozone and the 15_-band of carbon
dioxide do not overlap in a first approximation. So we can use
the correction metlnod developed also by YAMAMOTO.
According to equation (3.9) fundamental diagrams were construc-
ted for the water vapor absorption. According to equation (3.10)
the entire transmissivity is smaller than that of water vapor :
_v< _v,H20" If we define
(3.11) =  v,H20 - '
we can calculate a correction transmissivity A--_ for CO 2 and
another one for 03 (3.6) assuming that the transmissivity of the
one gas in the absorption range of the other one is equal to I.
The entire correction is then to be determined by the summation
_ (n,O,m) =AT(n,c) + AT(n,m) =
14
(3.12)
(H20 + C02);(H20 + 03) ]
B dv
o dT
m
dT
(n) Z4(u)v dT
Tv(u)(I - _v(m))dv
L
u, c, _nd m signify the quantities of water vapor, carbon dioxide,
and ozone. The quantity of water vapor is measured by [ gcm -2]
-2
or 1.e. (liquid equivalent = heigth of water column over 1 om
of the receiver's surface). CO 2 and 0 3 quantities are measured by
-2
cm gas column over 1 cm of the _eceiver's surface reduced to
Normal Temperature and Pressure [ cm NTP], where T = OeC and
P = 760 mm Hg.
For CO 2 and 03 auxiliary diagrams were constructed which allow
to find _-_for arbitrary quantities of water vapor and CO 2 or
03 . A schematic exhibition is shown in Fig. 3.2. Because an
auxiliary diagram can be constructed only under the condition
of a constant temperature it is advisable to use several auxi-
liary diagrams calculated for different temperatures. The way
of the correction is shown in Fig. 3.1. For any level given by
its temperature the absorber quantities u (H20) and c (CO 2) or
m (03 ) are known and consequently also _-_. For the whole tempe-
rature profile all_'_determine an area which is to subtrac%
from the area under the water vapor curve.
4. TRANSMISSION FUNCTIONS Tv. t
Transmission funct'ions will be derived from measured absorption
spectra published by several authors.
4.1: Optical thickness and the transmission of an absorber.
The gases in the atmosphere absorb radiation with their ab-
sorption bands a_d emit radiation in the same spectral rangem
like black bodies, where the emissivity is equal to the absorp_
tivity. These two procedures determine the propagation of infra
red radiation if we neglect a very Small absorption by particles
of dust, aerosols and other additions in the atmosphere.
In general we can determin# the optical thickness of a gas with
the density _ (s) and the mass absorption coefficient kw(e) by
the integration along the way •
(4.1)
$
+,(e.o') =/k,(o)_r(..) de
v = wave number, kv(s) and _(s) depend on the conditions along the
way s. The absorbers between the points s t and s absorb a part of
the intensity of a ray. So we can define the transmissivity of a
layer in the spectral interval _v:
(4.2) i _ - Jkv(s)g(s) deTv(S,S') = _ e s ely
A_
0-= Iv __
The wave number v designates the middle of the interval. If we as-
sume homogeneous conditions along the way s the mass absorptLon
coefficient is constant (kv(S) = k v) and the absorber quantity
can be determined by
(4.3)
s
j=
w = I_(s) ds
or only by w = S. s if the density is constant also.
The transmissivity is then determined by
(4.4) Tv(S,s' ) = T(k v. w) : &vl _ e-kVWdv
Instead of T v we can also use the absorptivity A v to characte-
rize the "optical proper_" of gas. It is
k v -- I -TV .
The absorption of an entire band is determined by
A = JAvdv = (v2 - Vl) - [']_vdv (cm-1),
where v 1 and v 2 designate the interval in which the band is
located The quotient A __A
• &--_ = v2-vl is the percentage absorption of
an entire band.
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4.2: Investigation of pressure and temperature dependence of
the absorption.
4.21: Line absorption.
The infrared bands of the atmospheric gases consi_t of a wast
number of lines. Their shape is determined at atmospheric con-
ditions by collisions of the molecules of the absorbing gas
among one another (selfbroadening) and with molecJles of other
gases (foreign gas broadening). For these conditions the line
shape can be described by the Lorentz pressure broadened line
shape
S ¢
(4.5) kv = 2 2_
z a + (v - vo)
vo = nave number of the line cent_._r.
The Doppler line shape is to be taken into account for heights
greater than 50 km (]'LASS and FIVEL, 1953). The ii_alf width a
is proportional to an effective pressure Pe and inversely to the
square root of the absolute temperature T, so that
(4.6) Pe'_Ot = O_0 --
PO
where the index o refers to the conditions under which ¢o was
determined• The line intensity is normalized:
@e@
= J k v dv .
S
It is also a function of the temperature (e.g.: see BOLLE, 1963).
The effective pressure Pe is defined to give particular weight
to the greater effect of the selfbroadening compared to foreign
gas broadening, so that:
Pe = Ptot. + NPpart.
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Under atmospheric conditions the partical pressure Ppart. of
the absorbing gas compared to the total pressure Ptot. is small
and can be neglected. But in laboratory measurements the partial
pressure often must be great to get an absorption effect.
4.22: Pressure_and__!_m_era_ur__d_pendence of the ab_r_]_nl
LADE_URG and REICHE (1911) investigated the absorption of a
single line. ELSASSER (1942) and GOODY (1952) computed the trans-
missivity of small s]_ectral intervals containing some lines
(ELSACSER model, sta:_stical model). Not only for the llne model
but also for the band models it can be distinguished between
2 limiting cases (or approximations) of the absorption:
a. Weak line absorption.
This approximation is valid for a single line if the absorr-
tion is small even in the line center. It is al_o valid if
the total absorption due to all lines within a _mall interval
is small at every frequency also if the lines overlap each other.
In both cases the absorption coefficient is only a function of
the product of the absorber quantity w with the line intensity S
(4.7) A v _ Av(w . S).
A v does not depend on the half-wldth or the pressure.
b. Strong llne approximation.
This approximation is valid when incident radiation is complete-
ly absorbed in the llne centers of strong lines and when the
lines therefore have only a transmission in their wings. In this
case the absorption is proportional to a function of the product
of the llne intensity S, the absorber quantity w and the half-
width _:
(4.8) A v ~ Av(S.w • _) •
According to (4.6) it depends on the pressure.
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Since this case in a first approximation is decisive for the
absorption of infrared radiation in the atmosphere mar_y authors
introduced a linear pressure correction of the absorber quan-
tity
*(4.9) w = w • ,
Po
This includes that absorption coefficients w_thout a pressure
dependence and absorber quantity dependence are used. These so-
called "generalized absorption coefficients" I v depend only on
the wave number and the temperature. So the absorption of a
spectral interval designated by the wave number v is a function
@
of the product Iv • w , and
(4.10) A v = Av(I v " w*) .
The "linear pressure correction" of the absorber quantity was
introduced by ELSASSER and KING (1953) for the derivation of
transmission functions for ozone and carbon dioxide from given
measurements (SUI_gERFIELD, CLOUD). It is also used by YAMAMOT0
(1952) and other authors. MATOSSI and RAUSCHER (1949) found
for the 6.3p band of water vapor a correction according to
(pe/Po) n, where n = 0.5. The same exponent was derived by
SCHNAIDT (1939) from measurements of FALCKENBERG (1939) and
v. BAHR (1909). HOWARD etal. (1955) inferred from their labo-
ratory measurements for the 6.3p band of water vapor exponents
n = 0.72 for strong absorption and n = 0.6 for weak absorption.
On the other hand, MOLLER(1944) investigated a model atmosphere
and derived a more complicated factor for the correction of the
quantity of water vapor
p r Po
_(m= [a(To) + b(_--)]
a = 0.985, b : 0.015, r = 0.8.
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Obviously the pressu:ze dependence of the absorption will be
different in different band ranges, because there are strong
lines in the band center and weaker lines in the band wings.
Furthermore an additional dependence should be expected from
the absorber quantity, because at very slight absorber quan-
tities also strong lines have a transmittance in the
line center. These various influences on the absorption are shown
in the Fig. 4.1 and 4.2, where a derived exponent n is drawn
versus the absorber quantity w. n was found fro_l computed ab-
sorptivities (WYATT, STULL, and [?LASS, 1962,.1963) in the
following way:
These authors published tables containing absorl,tion coeffi-
cients for water vapor and carbon dioxide for small intervals
in a large spectral range and large regions of pressure and
absorber quantity. From these tables absorption values (averaged
over a spectral interval of 50 cm -I) at fixed wave number and
at constant pressure were drawn versus the absorber quantity.
This gives a family of curves with the pressure as curve para-
meter. A correction of the absorber quantity relative to normal
conditions (pc) means now the projection of all curves with con-
stant pressure on the absorption curve p = Pc" If this process
is carried out by multiplying the absorber quantity w by (p/pc)n,
so that
° (# oo)nW = W
then the exponent n is not constant. The dependence of n on
the pressure and also on the absorber quantity is shown in
both Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 for the 6.5_-band of water vapor and the
15_-band of carbon dioxide respectively.
In all cases the exponent n decreases with decreasing absorber
quantity. For an explanation one can say that the lines in the
spectral interval chosen here are approaching with decreasing
absorber quantity also in their center a certain transmission
and so the approximation a. (weak lines) without pressure de-
pendence will be more probable.
2O
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Fig. 4.1 : Pressure correction exponent n versus
the absorber quantity ( 6.5#*- band )
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However, the exponent n increases at constant absorber quantity
with decreasing pressure. As the absorption coefficient of a
single line in the line center is inversely proportional to
the half-widths,
k,Vo_j = S 1
and the line intensity S has no pressure dependence, so k(v o)
must increase with decreasing pressure (Eq. (4.6)). Therefore
the lines are getting narrower, but the absorption in their cen-
ter more intensive. So the absorption coefficient has a strong
frequency dependenc_ within the band interval. The approach to
very small pressureE leads to the approximation b. (strong
lines), the linear pressure dependence. In both figures two
different spectral _ntervals are chosen to show the behaviour
of lines in the band center and of lines in the wing ranges
(weaker lines) of a band•
The exponent for the entire band decreases very slowly. Its be-
haviour is composed by the behaviour o_ the strong lines and
by the weak lines.
The temperature dependence of the absorption of a line is de-
termined by the temperature influence on the line intensity S
and the half-width ¢. Both are more complicated as it is shown
in the equation (4.6) (see e.g. BOLLE, 1963). BENEDICT and
KAPLAN found that in the temperature range of meteorological in-
terest (220 ° - 300°K) the temperature dependence of the half-width
can be respresented by
T m(_) . (o)
=o Po=COnst T
with T O = 3000@K and ao = ¢(300@K). The exponent m varies from
line to line between _ 0.045 and + 0.756.
As it is shown abow the pressure and temperature influence on
the abs3rptlon is w_ry complicated for practical purposes. For
computations of _ad_ation fluxes with radiation diagrams simpli-
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fications have to be used. Using high speed computers with a
large memory more detailed considerations of the pressure and
temeprature dependence may be possible.
4.3: Derivation of transmission functLons.
Transmission functions were derived fTom laboratory measure-
ments accoring to the proposal of ELSASS_ and KING (1955).
These new transmission function are given as functions of the
product of a generalized absorption coefficient 1 and the pres-
v
sure-corrected absorber quantity w , so that:
(4.!I) "_"v ='i_v(lv w*)
where
1 : i v (T)
(4.12) and
n n
w = w(_-_) .
_viS the spectral transmittance of a band.
All laboratory measurements published by several authors were
carried out at constant pressure a_d constant density of the
absorbing gas along the path. In order to get a measurable ab-
3orotion effect on the short way through the abso[pt_on tube
relative large absorber quantities at a relative high partial
pressure had to be used. So HOWARD et aI. (1955) required as
-2
the smallest amount of water vapor 0_02_ gcm . But in the
upper atmosphere there are much s[la] Let amounte of water vapo_
and at lower pressures than used in _me3_urements, so that in
the practical computations we have to e_trapo]ate the values
to such small amounts. In order to :_,r Je transmis_Lon func_
tions from measured spectra the ef b c _ of selfbro_Idening !s
to be consedered and for this r{_s_ m_ny authors def_ne4 an
effective pressure (see chapte_ ° _.;_
(4.13) _,e = Ptota! NP_,_r t ia]
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For N they used different values:
authors absorbing gas N
HOWARD et aS. water vapor (bands from I
1.1u - 6.:u)
BURCH etal. carbon dioxide 15M-band 0.3
PALMER water vapcr rotation band 6
(20_- 50p.)
Table IV.I: Selfbroadening factor N.
According to equation 4.12. the absorber quantities used in
the measurements must be corrected to normal p_'essure Po irL
order to determine the spectral transmittance ] v = (Iv w ).
ELSASSER and KING introduced the linear pressure correction (n=1),
in the derivation of their transmission functions for the 15M-
band of CO 2 from measurements of CLOUD (1952) and for the 9.6M-
and 14.1M-bands of ozone from measurements of 3UMMERFIEID (1941),
also ELSASSER (1960) for the 6.3M-band of watar vapor (DAW, 1956).
But this linear pressure correction is only valid for the spec-
tral ranges with strong absorption lines as it is shown in
fig. 4.1 and 4.2.
So we will use other exponents which are found partly by other
authors and partly by our own'calculations.
For the derivation of transmission functions &alculated and measured
values of the following publications were used:
2_
_bsorbef
gas
H20
CO 2
o 3
band
6.3_L
_ater w_por
_indow ,800-
1200 c_ '_ )
3.3_-12,5p
rotation
band
20_-501_
15p
authors
laboratory measurements (HOWARD et al.
(1955), tables of WYATT, STULL, £LASS (1963
Roach - GOODY (1958)
BOLLE eta. (1963)
laboratory measurements (PALMER I()60)
laboratory measurements (BURCH et al. 1960)
calcuZated spectra (YAMAMOTO _nd SASA_;ORI),
tables of WYATT, STULI, PLASS (1963)
laboratory measurements of the absorptions
of the entire band (WALSHAW 1957)
An applicatlcn of calculated absorption coefficients (e.g. WYATT,
STULL, PLASS 1963) is to be preferred in the derivation of trans-
mission functions and of generalized absorption coefficients, in
experiments the area of a bnnd will be strongly influenced by
the slit-width of the spectrometer. NOWARD et al. (1955) demon-
strated this, but they could show that the absorption of an entire
band will not be influenced by different slit-widths provided
that there is no other abso_onon both sides of the band.
The division of a band into several small intervals is necessary
for the determination of generalized absorption coefficients l_,
but it brings automatically new errors into the computation. The
solution into single strong lines, the behaviour of which deter-
mines probably the absor_tion of atmospheric gases in the upper
stratosphere, is lost in this method of calculations of the radia-
tion flux.
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4.31: Water va_£a
In the sensitivity ranges of the three infrare_ chan_:els of
TIROS III the water vapor absorbs and emits with the rotat:on-
vibration band (6.5_-band) and the pure rotation band (_ > 18_).
The window region between both bands contains _ingle veak lines
and a continuum absorption caused by the wings of the strong lines
in the adjacent bands.
Because the sensitivity ranges of the channels 2 and 4 include
the three above mentioned absorption ranges anuniform pressure
correction has to oe used if radiation flux calculations are
carried out with r_diation diagrams. May be, a large error will
be introduced by t_is procedure in the window region; ther_ are,
however, no detailed results of absorption measurements.
For com_utations in this report we used an :_niform water v_por
correction:
* (pa.o)o.v2U = U
in all spectral regions. HOWARD et al. found this exponent by
their own measurements in the 6.3_-band.
a.) 6.3_-band:
HOWARD et al. (1955) derived from spectral measurements in the
6.3_, 2.7_, 3.2_, 1.82_, 1.38_, and 1.1_ bRnds at an effective
pressure Pe = 740 mm Hg, a spectral transmittance _v"
All points scattered only a little around a curve, which can be
described by a GOODY-formula [Fig. 4.3]
i/2{ "t- 1.97 " 1v " u(4.13) _(1 v u*) = exp [1.6.57 • i v • u ]
The same authors determined also generalized absorption coefficients
i v for all spectral intervals. They are shown in Fig. 4.4 (6.3_-
band).
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The transm_ssivity of a small interval of the banl at the
wave num0er v and the water vapor quantity u c_n be determi,ned
using both curves or the tables of the decadic logarithms of
the _eneralized absorption coefficient and of
_(iolog Iv + iolog u ), given _n A poend_'x I.
In order to take the temperature effect on the absorption _nto
consideration, the generalized absorption coefficients were de-
termined for temperatures different from the temperature of
measurements using a proposal of WEXLER a_d _PLAN (!952).
in a first approximation the transmittance of a small spectral
interval with lines, which overlap only a little, can be des-
cribed by the equation:
= e-K u_ • p
(see also the strong line approximation).
K is proportionalS- (Simi)_/2, where S i and ai _re the intensi-
ty and half-width of the i-th line within the line interval.
The product Si'a i is a complicated function of the te_aperature.
To consider the temperature variations along the radiation path
in the atmosphere KAPLAN and WEXL_:R used a modified CURTIS-
GODSON-approximation:
-ju • p = ypdu ; p = p(u)
O
where
 -(si )1/2
Y _(Soi_oi)l/2 "
The index o refers to the temperature at which the absorption
coefficients are determined. KAPLAN and WEXLER calculated y in
dependence on the temperature and the distance from the band
center (1600 cm-1).
3O
In the construction of the radiation diagrams the transmittance
for several absorber quantities is introduced for homogeneous
conditions (pressure and temperature are constant). Then the cor-
rection factor can be applied to the generalized absorption coeffi-
cient, because I v in a first approximation is proportional to K 2.
T = e = [( u • = _(1 v • u) .
With this correction curves of i v for various tempera-
tures were obtained (Fig. 4.4).
Because HOWARD et al. measured at room temperatures, the tempera-
ture of their generalized absorption coefficients was equalized
to 300°K.
The curves of the generalized absorption coefficients (Fig. 4.4)
at other temperatures show the different behaviour of the lines
in the band center and in the band wings.
b.) "Window-range".
ROACH and GOODY (1958) investigated the absorption of infrared
absorption by water vapor in the window range. They were able
to explain this absorption by two different causes: a selective
absorption by weak lines and continuous absorption. The selective
absorption is caused by single lines with a distance which is
large in comparison to the half-width, so that
= e
The continuum absorption can be described by the law of BOUGUER
and LAMBERT:
t
(4.16) Q = .
The cause of this continuum, either absorption by haze, aerosols
or by the flr wings of strong lines in the adjacent bands, has
not yet been elucidated and therefore also the kind of tempera-
ture and pressure dependence is not yet clear.
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ROACHand GOODYinterpreted this continuum as an absorption by
the wings of strong lines. They found a good agreement of their
measurements with calculated absorption values using values for
which are derived for the far line wings in different spectral
intervals (KAPLAN). These values of _ and also of _v= _ _ S
are given in the following table. The graphical interpolation
gives the curves shown in Fig. 4.5.
3pectral intervals
-I
cm
1198 - 449
1149 - 1100
1
I _r'_-'_ [cm - _"g
0.088
0.065
1100 - 948
948 - 908
908 - 871
853 - 814
814 - 778
ozone
0.043
0.055
0.070
0.187
O.10
O.O85
0.08
O.O95
0.9
0.14
The transmissivity in a narrow interval around v is then deter-
mined by
VTu-+ u )
(4.17) T v = TVs " TvC = e v
@
Because computations of generalized absorption coefficients
by YAMAMOTO (1952) did not show a temperature effect, no tempe-
rature correction was made here. Using the tables of WYATT,
STULL and PLASS, however, a temperature effect could be found
for th_ _pectral region of 1080 _ 1200 cm -I, but has not been
used here.
c.) Rotation band (12.5_ - 5OF| 800 cm -I - 200 cm-1).
Absorption measurements with a high resolution and over a large
scale of pressure and water vapor quantity were carried out by
PALMER (1960) in the spectral region between 20_ and 50_. From
his own results, averaged over 50 cm -I, PALMER derived genera-
lized absorption coefficients introducing the linear pressure
correction.
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We used the same values but corrected the water vapor quantity
by the formula
0.72
* (p_o)U =U •
For each spectral interval (50 cm -1) an absorption curve could
be derived as a mean curve through all measured values with some
scattering around that curve. The reciprocal generalized absorp-
tion coefficient was then defined to be equal to the water vapor
quantity which is necessary for an absorptivity of 0.5 in each
spectral interval,
The superposition of all curves in the common point of inter-
* -2
section in A = 0.5 at the water vapor quantity u = 1 gcm
yielded then an averaged curve of spectral transmittance (_ig.4.3)
which was used together with the generalized absorption coeffi-
cients (Fig. 4.6) for the calculation of the radiation diagrams.
-1 -1
For the spectral region between 800 cm and 500 cm the gene-
ralized absorption coefficients 1 were determined by measure-
v
ments of the atmospheric downward radiation with a grating spec-
trometer (BOLLE et al. 1963). These values of i v differ only by
a small amount from YA_AMOTO's (1952) calculated values.
Because there were no other computations of the temperature
effect on the absorption in this considered spectral region,
the temperature correction of the generalized absorption coeffi-
cients calculated by YAMAMOT0 (1952) was taken over. A linear
interpolation was used for intermediate values of the temperature.
4.32: Carbon dioxide.
Extensive measurements of the absorption of the 15_-bhnd of car-
bon dioxide were performed by BURCH, GRYVNAK and WILLIAMS (1960).
These authors published numerous spectra, measured with high re-
solution and tables of the mean absorptlvities for 4 Intervals
of the band (495-6!7, 617-667, 667-720, and 720-825 cm ) and for
the entire band. These values can be used to show the influence
of pressure and absorber quantity on the absorption. But the
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scatter of the given data around mean absorption curves is some-
times large. It influences the accuracy of the determination of
the exponent n. In the average the exponent n was determined to
be n = 0.65 for both band wing intervals and nearly 0.75 for the
center intervals.
An averaged transmittance curve_(1 v cO) was determined by
superposition of the transmittance curves of all 4 intervals.
In all spectral regions the carbon dioxide was finally pressure
corrected using the formula
0.65
• (p_o)C = C p
where Po = 760 mm Hg.
Using this averaged transmittance curve (Fig. 4.7) generalized
absorption coefficients were determined for spectral intervals
-I
of 10 cm of 15 measured spectra. A graphical interpolation
of all averaged values for each interval yielded then the curve
for T = 300OK (Fig. 4.8).
In order to determine generalized absorption coefficients for
temperatures lower than 300oK, calculated spectra of the 15_-
band (YAMAMOTO, SASAMORI 1961) were used. These authors com-
pared transmittance for the temperatures 265eK, 240°K and 220°K.
Prom thes_ generalized absorption coefficients were determined
using the same curve of spectral transmittance (Fig. 4.7).
4.33: Ozone.
Two absorption bands of ozone lle within the sensitivity of
the channels 2 and 4. The inflmence of the 14.1M-band on the in-
frared radiation transfer in the atmosphere can be neglected be-
cause this band lies c_ose to the cen_er of the strong 15_-band
of carbon dioxide. But the influence of the 9.6_-band is to be
taken into consideration in determinations of the radiation flux
in the atmosphere. There exist only a few measurements of the
apectrml absorption of 03 . ELSASSER and KING (1953) derived ge-
neralized absorption coefficients and a curve for the spectral
transmittance from _ectr@ measured by 80mflmERFIELD (1941)]. They
introduced the linear pressure correction.
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• 0LLER and _ANABE (1961) determined a pressure correction
coefficient o_ n = 0.3 from absorption data of the entire band
given by WALSHAW (1957) using the method of least squares,
where they assumed the absorption to be proportional to the
square root of the ozone quantity.
Using WALSHAW's data, it cln be shown that for small ozone quan-
tities (0.002 < m < 0.02 cm NTP) and at relative high pressures
(150 mb • p _ 1OOO mb) the absorption is without any pressure
dependence and only a linear function of the ozone quantity
(weak line approximation). The dependence of absorption on the
ozone quantity m cqn be described in a first good approximation
by the equation (p = constant)
101og A-- = 0.65 • 01og m - 0.11
_v I "
This formula was found by a graphical process. Using this for-
mula the pressure correction exponent was determined to be 0.41
by the method of least squares. Here, only absorption data for
pressures smaller than 150 mb were considered. All measured data
scatter only a little around the absorptl_ity curve (Fig. 4.9),
except data for p > 150 mb. This curve can be approximated in
the lower part also by the GOODY-formula
[ .]T= exp - _/1+251 m" "
For the calculation of an auxiliary diagram only the absorption
values of the entire band (Fig. 4.9 or table E in Appendix I)
were introduced into the equation 3.12.
-1
Because WALSHAW gave his data for a spectral interval of 138 cm
width and the auxiliary diagram was calculated for an interval
of 200 cm -I (940 cm -I - 1140 cm-1; I0.6_ - 8.8_) all original
values of the percentage absorption_ were multiplied with the
£
factor 138/200 before plotting the data in Fig. 4.9.
At computations of actual ozone profile the ozone quantities in
layers of the atmosphere above the 150 mb-layer were pressure
corrected according to the formula:
• n 0.41
• = • (-)
Po
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The low concentration of the ozone in the atmosphere below
the 150 mb-layer allows to neglect the pressure correction be-
cause of the pressure independence of the absorption at high
pressures and the small absorber quantities as it is shown
above.
4.34: Csm_ar_ssns_be_ween__ssa_a_e d and measured s_e_al
In order to find an estimation of the reliability of the
new derived transmission functions, recalculated and measured
spectra, both at the sane conditions, were compared. The fi-
gures of the 15M-band of CO2 (Fig. 4.10) and of the 6.3M-band
of H20 (Fig. 4.11) show different deviations between measured
and recalculated spectra. With decreasing pressure and decreas-
ing absorber quantity in both cases, the absorption of recal-
culated spectra is larger in the band center, but in the wing
regions it is smaller than the measured absorption. This pheno-
menon can be explained by the application of a constant pres-
sure exponent for all spectral regions of the bands I so that in
the band center an effective absorber quantity is introduced
into the formula which is too large whereas it is too small in
the wing regions. This is a good verification of the dependence
of the pressure correction on the spectral interval of a band,
what has been shown in chapter 4.22.
In the following table measured absorption data of PALMER
(averaged over an interval of 50 cm -I ) are compared with recal-
culated, data. The agreement appears very good.
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4.4: Application of the pressur_ correctto_ for the eompgtatio-
of radiation fluxes in the atmosphere.
The results der_ed in the precedi_ chapter are strictly speaking
valid for homogeneous layers with constant pressure and tempera-
ture. But in the actual atmosphere these colditi@_ vary alon_ the
radiation path.
In order to apply the same absorption coefficients on an actual
stratified atmosphere, the CURTIS-GODSON-approximation (CURTIS
1953; GODSON 1955; see also WALSHAW-RGDGERS 1963) substitutes
the tranemissivity of a given layer by the tranemissivity of a
layer with the mean pressure p which is determined according to
1/
(4.18) = paw .
w is the whole absorber quantity in the layer and p(w) the pres-
sure along the path.
With this p and the given absorber distribution the transmissi-
vity for any layer can be determined by using one of the known
formulas (ELSASSER, GOODY, etc.)_ ge have, however, to use a
somewhat different method in order to cal4ulate the radiation
flux in the atmosphere by means of radiation diagrams.
In these, the integration over all emitting layers has been per-
formed already, taking into consideration at the same time also
the absorption within the intermediate layers. Absorbing as well
as emitting gas layers have to be reduced with regard to pressure
broadening of spectral lines. This can simply be done by a proce-
dure analoguous to the above mentioned ones, i.e. by
w n
where n is that exponent which has been found above for the
three absorbers respectively. The temperature T as a function of
that effective mass w has then to be plotted in the radiation
diagram.
5. THE RADIATION FLUX IN THE SPECTRAL REGIONS
O_ THE 3 INFRARED CHANNELS I, 2, AND 4
OF THE SATELLITE TIROS III.
5.1: Radiation diagrams for the channels I, 2, and 4.
Using the transmission function derived in chapter 4 and the for-
mulas derived in chalrter 3 radiation diagrams for water vapor
absorption for the three channels and auxiliary diagrams (03,
CO 2) for the channels 2 and 4 were calculated. All diagrams
are shown in the appendix II. In order to get a summary about
the influence of the absorption of infrared radiation by water
vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone within the sensitivity ranges
of the channels I, 2, and 4, small pictures of the 3 diagrams
are shown here (Fig. 5.1). In these diagrams are plotted the
curves for an atmosphere with two water vapor distributions of
constant relative humidity (100_and I0_) in the troposphere
and the corrections for CO 2- and 03-absorption. The temperature
profile was determined according to the ARDC-standard atmosphere.
The water vapor content in the stratosphere was calculated ac-
cording to the mean distribution derived by GUTNICK (1962) from
several measurements. The ozone profile needed for the ozone
correction was determined according to a mean profile given by
PAETZOLD (Fig. 5.2) and the carbon dioxide distribution was cal-
culated for a constant mixing ratio of O.03_by volume. If the
atmosphere is divided into these layers, then the effective pres-
sure corrected absorber quantities are determined by a simple
summation along the radiation path beginning at the satellite.
t
(5.1) Water vapor: m = 0.438
m
gl = vapor pressure corresponding to the assumed relative humi-
dity over ice (for T (-20"C) or over water (T) -20@C) in the
i-th layer.
p_ = mean total pressure of the i-th layer of the "thickness"_Pi.
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• ":E(Carbon dioxide:c = 0.159_ _ _0_ Pi -Pi-1
Pi and Pi-1: mean pressure at the boundaries of the
i-th layer.
The ozone quantity was determined by summation over all ozone
quantities in the different layers or without pressure correc-
tion (p < 150 mb or p • 150 mb respectively).
5.11: Channel I (5.8E_Z_6a8E!:
Theupper picture in Fig. 5.1 shows the radiation diagram for
channel I, the sensitivity region of which is located in the
center of the 6.3 _-band of water vapor. By a water vapor quan-
tity of only 0.1 g cm -2 approximately 98_ of the infrared radia-
tion flux is absorbed. Accordingly only the natural radiation
of the water vapor contained in the layers of the upper tropo-
sphere and the lower stratosphere will attain the detector of
channel I. The c_ntribution of radiation from the water vapor
contained in layers which are below the 700 mb-level or close
to the ground is very small, even if the troposphere is extre-
mely dry. Radiation from cloud surfaces can attain the detector
only if very high clouds (above hurricanes; or very high reach-
ing cumulo-nimbus or nimbo-stratus clouds or dense cirrus clouds)
are present.
The equivalent temperatures of the measured radiation will have
values between 230=K and 250=K. As at the wavelength of 6.3_,
the spectral intensity of the radiation of a black body of the
temperature T = 240=K amounts only to 28_ of the maximum inten-
sity and as the spectral regionAk within which channel I measu-
res is very narrow, the measured intensities will be small. But
a transmission of small measured values without errors requires
a very low noise level in the equipment. This condition is not
always satisfied, because frequently radiation data measured
over high clouds were found to be "noisy" or without any syste-
matical distribution.
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5.12: Channels 2 18M -13_I and 4 (7.5M - 32.5_!.
Both channels have a high sensitivity in the region of the wa-
ter vapor window (8_ - 12_), where the infrared radiation flux
is extinguished only a little by water vapor and ozone. Correspond-
ingly the measured data, respectively the areas in the diagram, show
a strong dependence on the cloud or ground temperature. The influ-
ence of the water vapor absorption and emission on the total measul_
radiation in channel 2 is smaller than in channel 4, because the
latter is also sensitive to radiation in the rotation band of wa-
ter vapor. This property might allow to deduce from the radia-
tion data some information about the humidity in the lower tropo-
sphere at a cloudless sky or at very low clouds. Several tests,
however, have demonstrated that the influence of the radiation
in the window region is dominant.
The different magnitude of the correction areas for the absorp-
tion by CO 2 and 03 in both radiation dlagrams is due to the dif-
ferent sensitivity of both channels in the region of the center
of the 15_-channel of CO 2. These corrections generally effect
a smaller radiation flux from an atmosphere containing CO 2 than
would emerge from a pure water vapor atmosphere without CO 2.
Channel 4 has its maximal sensitivity at 15_ so that the radi-
ation of the CO 2 in the warm layers of the upper stratosphere
(20 - 40 km) contributes a small positive amount to the measured
radiation. In the diagram this amount is indicated by the small
triangular area between tropopause temperature abscissa and a
slant curve. The whole correction area includes also the ozone
correction. The analogous area in the channel 2-diagram deter-
mining the radiation of 03 and CO 2 in the upper stratosphere is
somewhat smaller. As will be shown later, the CO 2 absorption
must not be neglected in calculations of the radiation flux in
the sensitivity region of channel 2.
5.13: A difference channel "(4 - 2)".
As mentioned above, the measured radiation data of channel 4 are
influenced by emission of water vapor within the short wave side
of the rotation band. This influence, however, is small compared
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with the strong radiation received within the window region
(8 - 12_) by the channel 4 detecter.
In order to diminish the influence of the radiation within the
window region, the radiation flux which is measured at the same
time by channel 2 can be subtracted from the measurement in chan-
nel 4. In order to show clearly the influence of the water va-
por a radiation diagram has been developed with the sensitivity
of channel 4 but for the portion of the rotation spectrum only,
i.e. for _ ) 18_ (Fig. 5.3a). Here the emission by water vapor
in the lower troposphere strongly influences the measured flux.
We subtract the measured flux of channel 2 from that of chan-
nel 4 according to
(5.3) W (4-2) = W (4) - W (2)
We can define the new flux values W (4-2) as a measured value of
a new channel. This channel will be called the "difference chan-
nel (4 - 2) N (shortly:(4-2)) with the sensitivity region defined
by the difference of the sensitivities of both channels, so that
(5.4) _4-2) =_4) __2) ,
-2) has small area" 5.4a), which has beena "negative (Fig.
neglected in the calculation of a radiation diagram (4-2)
(Appendix II and Fig. 5.4b). As it can be seen by a comparison
of the sensitivity curve of the new channel with that of chan-
nel 4, the sensitivity region is now narrow and the difference-
channel has a very small sensitivity within the window region.
So the influence of the water vapor on this new difference value
is greater than that one on channel 4, as it can be taken also
w
from the radiation diagram (Fig. 5.4b).
Like channel 4, the difference channel has its maximal sensiti-
vity within the center of the C02-15_-band. Therefore, the CO 2-
emission very strongly influences the measured flux. It can be
shown by a radiation diagram for the carbon dioxide 15_-band cen-
ter (14 - 16_) only that winthin this range the measured radia-
tion is essentially emitted from the C02 in the lower (here
isotherm) atmosphere (Fig. 5.3b; temperature profile: ARDC-
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atmosphere) and upper troposphere, Therefore, the influence of
variations of the tropopause temperature ( = temperature of the
lower stratosphere) on the radiation flux within all sensitivi-
x(n) n
ty regions T ( = I, 2, 4, 4-2) shall be studied by means
of model atmospheres.
5.2: Computations of the radiation flux for several model
atmospheres.
The results of the radiation flux computations for the sensitivity
regions of the channels I, 2, 4, and (4-2) were obtained by the
radiation diagrams above mentioned.
5.21: _9___9_£_=
The vertical temperature profile in the atmosphere as well as
the water vapor distribution are daily measured by radiosonde
ascents at numerous stations. Because both quantities of stra-
tification vary strongly with the time of the day and the sea-
son, we will consider standardized conditions, which, in the
average, represent models of different latitude zones. In table V.I
the surface and tropopause temperatures of three models are gi-
ven. In all cases the temperature gradient in the troposphere
is constant in all heights and amounts to -6.5@/km (Fig. 5.5).
Table V.I: Model atmospheres.
_tmo sphere
II
III
temperature of
surface
+15°C
+25°C
+35=C
tropopause
@
a -56.5 C
b -65°C
c -75.O@C
a
b
C
a
b
C
geographical
area
mid -
latitude
subtropics
tropics
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The three models have also the same temperature profile in
the upper stratosphere, which is given by the ARDC-atmosphere.
In each model (I, II or III)the tropopause temperature and
also the height was varied according to the scheme in Fig. 5.5.
For the calculation of the water vapor path length the relative
humidity was assumed to be constant (I00_, 50_, I0_, 5_) and
the water vapor content within the stratosphere was varied ac-
cording to the following scheme:
A: saturation from tropopause up to the 100 mb-level, above
that constant mixing ratio.
B: no water vapor above the tropopause.
C: constant frost point at _80°C from tropopause to the 80 mb-
level, from there up to the I mb-level constant mixing
ratio of 0.04 g/kg.
These variations of the water vapor content are supposed to
include the possible limits.
GUTNICK (1962) has shown large scatter of single water vapor
distribution in the stratosphere (MURCRAY et al., MASTENBROOK
and DINGER), but so far not more reliable data, e.g. corre-
lations of the water vapor content with the stratification in
the troposphere, are available.
The distribution and content of ozone within the atmosphere
varies with daytime and season. Thus, for the correction with
regard to ozone absorption, the ozone profiles will be deter-
mined from average meridional distributions (Fig. 5.2.) given
by PAETZOLD (1963).
5.22: Results.
Results calculated by the radiation diagram are given in the
following tables, in units of the equivalent temperature for
each channel.
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5.22.1: Different water va_o_ Huantities in the stratosphere.
It was found that the equivalent temperatures for the deter-
mined radiation in the channels 2 and 4 are not at all affected
by variations of the water vapor content or distribution within
the stratosphere. Only the calculated equivalent temperatures
for the difference-channel (4-2) show a difference of 2 e between
the extreme assumptions of water-vaporless and saturated (to
100 mb) stratosphere, but only the relative humidity in the tro-
posphere is assumed to be 5 _. With a moister atmosphere this
difference is smaller. Therefore, the influence of a variation
of humidity in the stratosphere was only investigated for chan-
nel 1, not for the other channels.
Results for the radiation flux in channel I are given in table T.2.
These values show a dependence on the water vapor content and
distribution in the stratosphere, but this dependence is the
clearer the smaller the relative humidity in the troposphere is
and the lower the cloud surface is. An extreme case is given by the
difference between the equivalent temperature for the dryest
case (5_ of the atmosphere I A and I B, which is 8.5 e. The case
(I A) of a saturated stratosphere above a very dry stratosphere
will certainly be unreliable, but all these values show that a
determination of a mean relative humidity of the troposphere
from measured radiation data of channel 1 will be also influenced
by the water vapor content in the stratosphere.
On the other side, the equivalent temperatures in table V.2 re_
rify the statements of MOLLER (1961) about the outgoing flux in
the spectral region of 6 M - 7M, measured by a satellite. This
flux is only dependent on the water vapor content in the tropo-
sphere and stratosphere. Even if there are strong differences
of the surface temperature there are almost no differences in
the equivalent temperature of the outgoing flux_ compare e.g.
the columns 263 e and 273 • in table V.2. Only if there are high
clouds, a dependence of their surface temperature on the equiva-
lent temperature is evident. So the radiation received by chan-
nel I is for the greatest part the natural radiation of the atmo-
spheric water vapor and is a good characteristic of the relative
humidity.
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Table V.2: Radiation flux in channel I at different model
atmospheres.
case A: saturated stratosphere ( p _ 100 mb)
case B: stratosphere without water vapor
case C: frost point = -80°C
model relat.
atm. humid, case tropop.
cloud surface temperatures
223 243 263 273
A 217.7 219.7 227 228.8
100 _ B 216.5 221 229.5 231.5
C 217.3 220.5 229 231.2
A 220 230 235.5 235.8
I 25_ B 222 235.7 241 241.5
C 221 234.7 240 240.2
A 220 236.6 242.5 245.3
5% B 222.5 240 251 253.5
C 222 238.5 250 253
A 209.8 219.4 227 230.7 230.9
100_ B 208 220 229.4 231.5 231.8
C 208 220 229.5 231.5 231.8
A 220 233.3 240 240
II 25_ B 221 235.5 241.4 242
C 221 235.5 241 242
A 220.2 236.5 246 251.7
5_ B 222 240.4 251.4 254.2
C 221.7 239 251 253.5
100 _ B 198 220 231 232.3 232.7
C 198 220 230.5 231.5 232
III 25_ B 221.3 236 242 242.7
C 221 235.7 242 242.5
5_ B 222 240 252.5 255.5
C 221.8 239.3 251.5 254.7
i
[ "K]
288
246.5
255
254.7
253
256
256
257
256.5
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5.22.2: Different tropspause temperatures.
For this investigation the particular water vapor distribution in
the stratosphere according to GUTNICK was assumed.
It was found out by our calculations that the influence of dif_
ferent tropopause and stratosphere temperatures on the radiation
flux is small for all 4 sensitivity regions, if low clouds or a
cloudless sky is assumed. But in the case of high clouds small
variations could be found in the results for channel I.
Channel I: For an assumed cloud surface in the level of the
243"K-isother, the equivalent temperatures are 2 e (f = I00_)
respectively Ie (f = 25_) higher for the warm tropopause (-56.5eC)
than those for the coldest tropopause (-75eC) (f = relative humi-
dity in the troposphere). With decreasing cloud height these dif-
ferences decrease because of the dominant influence of the radia-
tion of water vapor in the troposphere on the whole outgoing flux.
Channel 2: No influence was found at all.
Channel 4 and (4-2): Results of computations for two different
cloud surface temperatures (243eK and 273eK) and all 3 temperature
profiles (I, II, III) are given in the table V.3. The differences
within one column do not exceed the amount of Ie anywhere. An
influence of the temperature variation of the tropopause on the
outgoing flux intensity in these two sensitivity regions (channel
4 and (4-2) can only be effected by the natural radiation of the
carbon dioxide within the upper troposphere and isothermal stra-
tospheric layer. The concentration of ozone within these layers
is too small to show any influence. But in both cases the influ-
ence of variations of the tropopause temperature or tropopause
height decreases with decreasing cloud heights, and also slightly
with increasing relative humidity in the troposphere because the
total radiation flux is larger in these cases. As it is seen from
the values in table V.3, this effect will be too small as to
give usable correlatiens of the radiation data with tropopause
temperatures or heights.
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model atmosphere
temperature of re_a-
tire
the tropopause humidity
1 . -56.Se
2. -65 ° 100
3. -75"
1
2
3
I
2
3
I
2
3
I II III
243 273 243 273 243 273
237.9 256.2 238.0 258.2 2.38.9 258.4
237.5 255.7 237.5 257.5 238.5 258.0
237.3 255.5 237.0 256.8 238.0 257.7
i
238.5 259.0 238.4"261.0 239.8 260.6
237.8 258.3 238.0 259.7 239.4 260.4
237.5 258.0 237.5 259.5 238.8 260.0
238.8 260.0 238.8 262.2 240.0 262.2
238.0 259.7 238.0 261.2 239.6 262.0
237.8 259.5 237.8 261.0 239.0 261;7
channel 4 (7.5 - 32.5M)
I
25%
237.3 251.4 237.3 252.0 238.1 252.-5
236.0 250.0 237.0 251.0 237.5 251.5
235.0 248.8234,3 250..0 237.0 251.0
237.9 235.7 237.7 255.0 238.7 255.5
237.0 252.2 237.3 254.5 237.8 255.5
236.3 252.0 237.0 253.6 237.5 255.0
238.0 256.0 238.1 256.5 238.1 258.3
237.5 255.3 237.9 256.5 238.0 258.0
237.0 255.0 237.4 256.0 237.6 257.6
difference channel (12 - 32 M)
Table V.5 : Radiation flux in channels 4 and (4-2) at
different model atmospheres with various
temperatures of the tropopause
6O
5.22.3: The influence of absorption and emission of 002 and_03_
These investigations were carried out for the temperature pro-
file of the ARDC-Standard-atmosphere (our model I) with a
water vapor distribution in the stratosphere according to
GUTNICK. The ozone content and profile was taken from Fig. 5.2
for the latitude of 45 °. In spring the ozone content is 0.374
cm NTP and in autumn 0.251 cm NTP. The carbon dioxide quanti-
ty is determined by assuming a constant mixing ratio of 0.O3_
by volume in the whole atmosphere.
In table V.4 r_sults are given only for a cloudless sky with
3 different relative humidities in the troposphere (1OO_, 25_,
5_). These results were found for the following distributions
(table V.4) of absorbing and emitting components in the atmo-
sphere.
1. H20 , CO 2 an___d 03(spring)
2. H20 , CO 2 an__d 03(autumn)
3, H20, CO 2 without 03
4. H20 without CO 2 and 03
5. H20, O3(sprin_without CO 2
The differences between large and small amounts of ozone
(case I and 2) are small. Total lack of ozone or carbon dioxide
are extreme assumptions which never will be realized in the
atmosphere. Table V.4 demonstrates, however, that the influence
of these two gases must not be neglected in calculations of
radiation fluxes.
The differences between the results of all cases in table 5.4
decrease with increasing cloud height, but this is not shown
in the table.
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relative case T = 288"K 288°K 288°K
humidity
1 O0
25
5
1
2
3
4
5
275.0 263.5 (253.5)
276.0 263.3 (253.5)
284.0 266.5 253.5
284.5 276.5 270.0
276.5 273.5
278.0 268.0 (258.8)
279.2 267.7 (258.8)
284.0 271.2 258.8
287.2 282.0 277.5
279.8 279.0
279.5 270.7 (263.0)
280.5 270.5 (263.0)
285.5 274.0 263.0
287.5 286.0 283.5
284.2 283.0
Table V.4: Radiation fluxes as they would be measured by the
channels 2, 4, and (4-2) at different cases of ozone
carbon dioxide, and water vapor variations (see textl.
case _(4)..-W(2) (wC4)-W(2)) W (4-2) T
[, =-2]Teq "
(lOO_(_oo)
(5_)
(_5_)(25_)
61.3 25).f
61,7 253,3
69.2 262.7
70.0 263.5
66.0 259
66.2 259.2
m-2] equI(W(4-2))OK]
61.3 253.5
61.3 253.5
69.4 263
69.4 263
65.8 258.6
65.8 258.6
Table V.5: Control of channel (4-2) data with examples
given in table V.4.
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According to the definition of their sensitivity region, the
directly computed radiation fluxes must be nearly equal to
the difference between those of channel 4 and 2 computed for
the same conditions.
Table V.5 shews the difference of radiation fluxes W(4) and W(2)
and those fluxes which were directly determined for the differanee
channel W(4_2). The equivalent temperatures derived from both
kinds of fluxes are added. It is evident that there are almost
no differences in these temperatures. A very small influence of
existing or non-existing ozone content remains, which origins from
the neglected "negative sensitivity" according to Fig. 5.4a.
5.22.4: Nadir an_l_ _e_endence.
All considerations of the outgoing radiation flux, which is m
measured by the satellite, were carried out only for the ver-
tical direction (nadir angle N = Oe). The influence of variations
of the nadir angle has yet to be investigated. Calculations were
carried out again for the ARDC-Standard-Atmosphere with constant
relative humidity in the troposphere, a water vapor distribution
according to GUTNICK in the stratosphere and an ozone profile
according to PAETZOLD for autumn and 45 ° latitude.
Assuming shperlcal symmetry of all layers within the atmosphere,
a factor K i can be given for each layer i with an averaged height
h i above the ground and for each nadir angle N, with which the
absorber quantit_ in the height _ has to be multiplied:
(5.5)
1
K i = , z ,
"1_1 - (R+H)_'sin N
where R = 6370 km: radius of the earth
H = 780 km: averaged height of the satellite
above the ground
Values of K I are given for several heights and nadir angles
in table V.6.
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In order to show the variation of the radiation in each channel
with the variation of the nadir angle, in Fig. 5.6 the differen-
ces of the equivalent temperatures (T(N=O e) - T(N)) are plotted
for constant relative humidity (in the troposphere). The results
are shown for cloudless sky (Fig. 5.6a) for a cloud surface tem-
perature of -10eC (Fig. 5.6b), and for a cloud surface in the
tropopauee level (Fig. 5.6c). The computations were carried out
only until the nadir angle N=60 e, because at N-63 e the beam of
the radiometer is tangent to the earth's surface.
h i
r
50
4O
30
2O
15
I0
8
6
4
2
0
nadir angle N
20 ° 30 ° 40 ° 50 ° 55 ° 60 °
Io081 Io203 Io432 Io913 2o_35 30785
Io434 I o924 2o462 3o866
I o456 1 ,.955 20481 5..953
Io438 Io941 2o501 4°047
I o499 I o945 2o512 4o096
Io_I I _949 20522 Zl._,'lL_8
I_,951 2_526 4_170
Io442 I0955 20531 4,,191
"_o954 2°535 4,,214
•1o956 2_.540 4°256
1o0,$_ I.,208 1..#AJ+ 1o958 2.,5_,4_- *,,259
Table V.6: Factor Ki(Eq. 5.5) for different nadir angles N
and heights h above the earth's surface.
Computations of the phenomena occuring at still greater nadir
angles (N _ 63 e) (see e.g. HANE_ st. al., 1962; KONBRATIET et
al. 1962) are without significance for our purposes, because
it is our aim to investigate the variation of radiation data,
which were measured, when the radiometer is facing directly the
earth's surface.
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The following results may be taken from Fig. 5.6:
A: The variation of the radiation flux with varying nadir angle
depends on the relative humidity of the troposphere. In the
sensitivity region of channel I this variation is larger
for a dry atmosphere than for a moist atmosphere. The other
sensitivity channels show the opposite behaviour.
B: At a cloudless sky and (or) low clouds the intensity of the
radiation decreases with increasing nadir angle in all sen-
sitivity regions. This is effected by the increasing influence
of higher and colder layers on the emitted radiation. If there
are very high clouds close to the tropopause (Fig. 5.6c), the
intensity of measured radiation increases with increasing
nadir angle, because now only absorbers in the nearly isothermal
stratosphere and in higher layers, where the temperature
increases with the height, modify the emitted radiation.
Variation of the ozone quantity and also of the water vapor
distribution in the stratosphere can be added as new parameters
into these consideration. But the result will then be ambiguous,
and almost useless for a practical analysi_ of measured radiation
data. According to these preliminary results the nadir angle de-
pendence on the radiation data can be neglected for nadir angles
smaller than 30 @ at the analysin of radiation data, because the
accuracy of the measurements with all 3 channels amounts approxi-
mately (TIROS III, Users Manual) to _4 °, which is smaller than
the correction values for N = 30 °. In the practical analysis of
radiation data it will be advantageous to use average values for
nadir angle correction (see also WARK, YAMAMOTO, and LIENESCH,
1962), since the relative humidity and the cloud height is un-
known and shall be inferred from the data only.
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6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION OF RADIATION DATA.
6.1: Determination of mean relative humidity and of a surface
temperature (clouds or ground).
6.11: Evaluation diagrams.
To determine a mean relative humidity of the troposphere and
a surface temperature (cloud or ground), evaluation diagrams for
model atmospheres were designed according to a method proposed
by MOLLER (1962). For that purpose computed radiation fluxes for
the spectral ranges of channels I, 2, and (4-2) for the model
atmospheres I, II, and III were plotted into diagrams (Fig. 6.1a,
b, c) in which the relative humidity and the surface temperature
TBB are used as coordinates. Then one obtains for the 3 channels
3 families of curves of constant equivalent temperature.
For these calculations the 3 temperature profiles of Fig. 5.Swore
used. The water vapor quantities were determined by assuming
constant relative humidity of the troposphere and a water vapor
distribution in the stratosphere according to GUTNICK. The ozone
profiles were determined out of Fig. 5.2 for a latitude of 45 °
(autumn) for the model atmospheres I and II and a latitude of
30 e (autumn) for the model IIl. These evaluation diagrams are
only valid for the vertical direction (N=Oe).
Entering now with the equivalent temperatures of the measured
radiation fluxes of the channels I and 2 respectively 2 and
(4-2) into these diagrams, the average relative humidity of the
(upper respectively lower) troposphere and the surface temperature
can be read off as values of the coordinates. Practically for
each latitude zone a special diagram should be used, which ought
to be calculated for the characteristic temperature profile of
that ozone. The curvature of all curves of constant equivalent
temperature shows the influence of the water vapor content on
the propagation of the infrared radiation flux within the single
sensitivity ranges. The curves for channel I turn into the hori-
zontal with increasing surface temperature (or decreasing cloud
height), because radiation of deeper layers has not influence on
the radiation amount in channel I. The curves for the other chart-
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nels have only a slight curvature but a stronger one for channel
(4-2) than for channel 2.
The use of the diagrams and the accuracy of this method can be
demonstrated by a particular numerical example. The following
temperatures might have been measured:
channel
I
2
(4-2)
Tequ.[°K]
237.5 + 2.5
272.5 + 2.5
257.5 + 2.5
Table VI.I: Example of radiation data.
The ecror of the measurement is assumed to be + 2.5 ° in all chan-
nels (smaller than the given errors ). In fact, the errors will
be larger in the differences (4-2) of the measured radiation
fluxes of the channels 4 and 2, because the data of both single
channels contain an error which can be additive. If the relative
humidity and the surface temperature for these values will be
determined in this way the accuracy of the method can be demon-
strated by the different areas in Fig. 6.2, which are limited
b_ the equivalent temperatures (in all three model atmospheres)
given by the error limits.
In the average the accuracy of the values determined by the
combination of the radiation data of the channels I and 2 (Fig.
(Fig. 6.2a) is _ 3@C for the surface temperature and about
15_ for the relative humidity. The error limits of the relative
humidity determined by the combination of the d_ta of the chan-
nels 2 and (4-2) cannot be given at all, because the curve Tequ.=
260°K falls outside the diagram (Fig. 6.2b) or at extremely small
relative humidities. So it can be seen easily that a determina-
tion of the relative humidity of the lower troposphere by chan-
nel (4-2) is too incorrect, because the influence of the water
vapor on the infrared radiation in the sensitivity range of the
channel (4-2) is still too small (or the spectral interval is
too wide).
*)
see e.g. TIROS III, User's Manual
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channels I II III
surf. t. +9"C +8"C +7°0
I and 2
rel. Hum. 40_ 45_ 55%
2 and surf. t. +7 ° +6.5oc +6oc
(4-2) rel. Hum. 22
Table VI.2: Evaluation results.
In order to find out the influence of the chosen model atmospheres
the results of evaluation of the data given in Table VI.I are
shown in Table VI.2. The assumed errors are now neglected, the
equivalent temperatures assumed to be correct. Going from model I
to III, the surface temperatures decrease and the relative humi-
dities increase. The decreasing temperature can be explained by
the influence of carbon dioxide.
A cloud surface with a temperature of + I00C is situated in the
3 model atmospheres at the following pressure levels:
atmosphere pressure
I
II
III
930 mb
770 mb
650 mb
Table ¥1.3: Pressure levels of the +IOeC isotherm.
Since the quantity of CO 2 between the receiver and the cloud
surface is greater in the case of the atmosphere I than in the
case of the atmosphere III, the equivalent temperature of the
measured radiation will be lower in the case I. Or, if the same
equivalent temperature is measured in all _ cases by channel 2,
the evaluated surface temperature will be higher for the atmo-
sphere I than for the atmosphere III.
A similar consideration about the influence of different water
vapor quantities due to the different pressure levels of the cloud
surface (which includes also a different pressure levels of the
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cloud surface (which includes also a different influence of the
pressure correction) can give an explanation for the different
relative humidities determined for the sameequivalent temperature.
These error estimations show the limited applicability of the
method for the determination of quantitative results.
This method does not work if a cross point of the isothermes can-
not be found within the area of the evaluation diagram. Such cases
were found mostly in the evaluation of radiation data measured
above high clouds. An intersection would then occur only at re_
lative humidities of more than Ioo_. The errors are mostly caused
by the large scatter of the data, or noisy data, or by an in-
sufficient nadir angle correction. In any way the water vapor
quantity above high clouds is too small to give sufficient influ-
ence on the infrared radiation measured by channel I. The equiva-
lent temperatures should not differ from one another in the three
channels. Therefore cases with cloud surfaces near the tropopause
will be investigated by using our evaluation diagrams.
atmosphere
II
III
TBB
cloud surface
-55@C
(218°[)
-60°C
(213"K)
-700C
(203"K)
equivalent temperatur of channel
1 _ 2 (4-2)
A
218.5eK
213.5°K
206°K
219°K
214.5*K
206°K
220°K
215.5°K
207OK
Table VI.4: Equivalent temperature with cloud surfaces near
the tropopause.
In all of the three examples given in Table VI.4 the equiva-
lent temperature for the calculated flux of channel (4-2) is
larger than that for channel 2, since %he former has a higher
sensibitlity in the range of the 15M-band of CO 2 than the latter.
In both spectral ranges the higher equivalent temperature (higher
than the cloud temperature) is caused by the natural radiation
of the ozone and carbon dioxide in the warm layers above the iso-
therme layer of the lower stratosphere.
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The equivalent temperatures for the radi,_tion of channel I will
be higher than these which are shown in Table VI.4, if the water
vapor content within the upper stratosphere is assumedto be grea-
ter than in these calculations. Then it may be possible that the
equivalent temperatures of channel I are higher than those of
ohannel 2 as it is found by an investigation of radiation data
measured above the hurricane ANNA (FUJITA, BANDEEN et al.).
6.12: A__£{a.m_l$_£f_EE&_E[&£_ _
As an example radiation data measured during orbit 42 over Europe
were evaluated. Before the evaluation all data located within
squares of 2 degrees latitude and 2 degrees longitude _ere averaged
without consideration of the nadir angle for each single data. Prom
the averages plotted in geographic maps isolines could be drawn
as it is shown in the Fig. 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. These contour-
lines allow to distinguish between "warm" and "cold" areas although
the spatial resolution was diminished by the averaging. In all
figures the area viewed by the satellite is surrounded by a dashed
curve. The satellite was flown from west to east. Its subsatellite
path is indicated by the circles.
For a comparison with the actual weather situation, in a weather map
(Fig. 6.7) all zones with scattered clouds or overcast sky are
hatched, cloudless zones are shown without hatching.
A comparison of the weather map with the radiation maps (_nclud-
Ing also the map for the equivalent temepratures for the differences
W (4) - W(2)J shows, that the equivalent temperatures over all
cloudy areas are relatively low. The temperature distribution shows
structures which might be caused by differently high clouds.
Especially a very cold area is remarkable over the Atlantic Ocean
near the coast of Spain and Portugal. Going to Central Europe the
equivalent temperatures for all 4 channels increase strongly, which
might be due to partly lower clouds respectively scattered clouds
and partly to cloudless sky (channel I: decrease of the relative
humidity). The ground temperatures given in the '_eather charts
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were between + 120C and +15°C. Over South-East-Europe, Turkey
and Iraq all maps show very warm regions from which one may con-
clude on low relative humidities and high ground temperatures.
On the other side the equivalent temperatures decrease in the
direction to the northern and southern boundaries of the viewed
areas. This is due to the increase of the nadir angle under which
these areas were observed. Radiation is measured with small nadir
angles over areas near the subsatelllte path.
By using the above mentioned evaluation diagrams, from the ave-
rages of the radiation data of the channels I and 2 mean relative
humldites and surface temperatures were determined. The results
are plotted into maps and contour-lines could be drawn (Fig. 6.8
and 6.9). In this analysis again the nadir angle effect was neg-
lected, which causes a decrease of the surface temperatures and
an increase of the relative humidities in direction to the northern
and southern boundaries of the viewed area.
Over the Atlantic Ocean the very low temperatures indicate a
high cloud cover, which partly cannot be seen in the weather map.
Over this area the relative humidity is determined to 50 -8o_.
A sharp increase in eastern direction from temperatures lower than
-15eC to temperatures higher than +1oeC can be connected with a
boundary of the cloud cover over the ocean. A similar sharp transi-
tion is seen over Eastern Europe. It coincides with a cloud cover
boundary in the weather map (the same h61ds for an albedo transi-
tion as shown in the chapter 6.13). In the same direction the re-
lative hlmidlty decreases as the temperature increnses.
Over France the surface temperatures were found to be higher
than +1oeC, which confirms the assumed small amount of cloudiness,
because the shelter temperatures given in the weather map are not
higher than +14eC.
High temperatures conhected with very low relative humidities
were found over the areas of Turkey and Iraq.
These preliminary results show the possibility to determine surface
temperatures and relative humidities from the radiation data of
the channels 1 and 2. But the quantitative values will be influenced
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by large errors which are caused by the scatter of the measured
data and by the model assumptions. Since the nadir angle effect
was not taken into consideration, a new analysis will give better
results.
6.13: Albedo.
In order to give a comparison of the infrared data with the
measured reflected solar radiation (channels 3 and 5) albedo
values were determined from the radiation data of channel 3 of
the same orbit. With the assumption that the spectral intensity
of the reflected solar radiation is equal to that of the incident
solar radiation, the albedo A can be calculated simply by
(6.1) A =
W(3 or 5)
sin h " H_ 3 or 5)
W(3 or 5)
stands for the radiation measured by the channels 3 or 5,
h is the elevation angle of the sun and H_ 3 or 5) is the inten-
sity of the incident solar radiation, which would be measured if
the channel 3 or 5 views th_ sun. H_ 3 or 5) can be determined by
ol)
(3 or5) m-2(6.2) H_3 or 5) = HX _k dk [W ],
0
where -(_3 or 5) is the spectral sensitivity of the 2 channels and
H X the extraterrestrial solar irradiance. For our calculations
the spectral irradiance of solar radiation determined by JOHNSON
(1954) was introduced into equation (6.2) (see also Pig. 2.1).
The albedo values were determined from measurements averaged
over sTuares of 2 deg. latitude and 2 deg. longitude. The results
are given in Fig. 6.10 for channel 3.
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High albedo values over the Atlantic Ocean mean a coverage with
clouds. This area coincides with the area of low surface tempe-
ratures in Fig. 6.9. The strong transition from high to low albe-
do values in eastern direction indicates again a boundary of the
cloud-cover as did the temperature transition in _ig. 6.9. Similar
boundaries over the Ukraina and between the Caspian and the Aral-
Sea can be correlated also with a boundary of cloud-cover. The
high albedo over Turkey and Iraq must be due to the high reflec-
tivlty of the ground (desert). It will be difficult to distinguish
between cloud-covered and cloudless areas over these areas by
using only albedo measurements.
The albedo isoline A = o.I runs nearly parallel to the coast line
of the Black Sea and the Mediterranian Sea, which allows a good
discrimination between sea and land as it is also known from te-
levislon pictures (o.5_ - o.7_).
Generally the determined albedo values are too low. FRITZ (1949)
computed for clouds a mean albedo of o.55 and for the average al-
bedo of the planet earth o.35. Also the albedo values found over
the cloudless sea will be too low(o - o.o6), because direct mea-
surements give 0.08 - o.25 (MOLLER, 1957). Influence of light
scattered in the atmosphere could only increase the values.
6.2: Statistical investigations.
6.21: Correlations between radiatiqn_d_a_ay_ra_ed over large areas.
A comparison between the various measured values averaged over
large areas (about squares of 8 deg. altitude and longitude) al-
lows to find correlations between the radiation data and averaged
synoptic values for these areas. Moreover, by the average process
the scatter of the single date is diminished.
For several areas overflown by the satellite during the orbits 42
and 114 such average values were determined and plotted as ordi-
nates into Fig. 6.11 a and 6.11 b together with averages of the
shelter temperature and of the evaluated surface temperatures (TBB).
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The straight lines between the single points have no physical
significance, because the sequence of the areas given on the
abscissa is arbitrary. All these curves show good intercorrela-
tions and are parallel to the surface temperature TBB. The strik-
ing correlation between the averages of channel 2 and channel I
can be explaine_ by the meteorological situation, e.g. over the
warm cloudless areas (Iraq) the relative humidity is also low
so that the channel I measures high equivalent temperatures. But
in the same case the albedo values are high due to the high re-
flectivlty of the ground.
On the other hsnd the infrared radiation data are all low over
cloud-covered areas. That means that an increase of the cloud height
goes parallel to an increase of the relative humidity.
Only in two cases (Fig. 6.11 a: Triest, Austria; Fig. 6.11 b:
Biscay) deviations occur in the slope of the curves for channel I
and the other channels. In the former case the average of channel I
increases, while the other data decrease. In the latter case the
average of channel 2 decreases while the other data increase.
The deviations between the determined surfaoe temperatures T_
and the averaged shelter temperatures are not too large in the
cases of a cloudless sky. But the shelter temperatures given in
the weather charts are not equal to the temperatures of the sur-
face. At noon they might be several degrees smaller.
6.22: Correlations between single measured data.
In the preceding chapter good correlations between the data of
the channels I, 2 and 4 and the differences (W (4) - W (2)) could
be shown with averages for large areas.
Here we will compare single data. The narrowest correlation will
be expected between the radiation data of the channels 2 and 4
because the sensitivity ranges of both channels include the water
vapor window r_nge with its high spectral radiance. But a fre-
quency counting of of simultaneous data of both channels showe
a large scatter (Fig. 6.12). In this counting about 5,ooo values
measured during orbit 114 over Europe were used. The numbers in
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Fig. 6.12 mean the frequency values. They scatter around two
curves, which were calculated for the model atmosphere III
under the assumption that the satellite views the earth in ver-
tical direction. Both curves (the parameter Is the relative
humidity of the troposphere) deviate only_asmall amount, so
that variations of the relative humidity might not have a great
influence on the correlation between the radiation data of both
of the channels. At this counting all data were used without a
selection according to the nadir angle, or the latitude or cll-
matic zone. Perhaps the correlation will be closer if such a
selection is observed. But the scatter of the single values wlll
still be large enough to influence the accuracy of the radiation
data and to diminish the accuracy of the derived quantities (e.g.
the surface temperature). Even a larger scatter has to be expected
for the difference data (4-2); so that it would be almost impos-
sible to determined from these any synoptic data as it is mentioned
in chapter 6.1.
The results of another combined frequency counting of channels
I and 4 are shown in Fig. 6.13. The frequency numbers written b7
larger figures confirm the correlation, which was found in the
preceding chapter and demonstrated by Fig. 6.11. But a comparison
with the curves calculated for the model atmospheres II and III
shows that this correlation is only an apparent one. It is a
consequence of the meteorological connexions, namely the occur-
ence of high relative humidity above clouds and of low relative
humidity above cloudless area. Investigation with more data wlll
give us better information of the reliability of this connexion.
The large scatter of the data can be partially explained by the
influence of the relative humidity as it is shown by the deviations
of the two theoretical curves.
Wlth the same radiation data countlngs of the equivalent tempera-
tures of the channels I and 2 were made in dependence on the nadir
angle (Fig. 6.14 a and b). In both cases all data were used with-
out any selection according to geographic or synoptic situation.
As the theoretical curves for the nadir angle dependence of the
radiation flux (chapter 5.22.4) show, the scatter of the single
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values must be inrge. This is due to the different cloud heights
(channels 2, 4) and different relative humidities (channel I) and
also due to the insufficient accuracy of the radiation data. Sta-
tistical investigations with a selection according to the cloud
height and also different humidities would certainly give clearer
results.
All investigations which were discussed in this chapter 6 will
be continued in the next future. Since a very extensive material
of radiation data is available more extensive statistical in-
vestigations can be carried out. Correlation coefficients and
also pq_ial correlation coefficients may then give more detailed
information about the connexion between all radiation data and
also about the influence of meteorological conditions or the na-
dir angle etc. on these data.
7. CONCLUSIONS.
A detailed analysis of the absorption coefficients calculated
by STULL et al. (1963) for water vapor and carbon dioxide had the
result that in a pressure correction of the absorbing mass accord-
ing to the equation
the exponent n is not constant. It changes with the absorber
quantity and also with the pressure. This variation depends on
the spectral range within the band (band center or band wings)
and is caused by the different strength of the lines. In order to
-examine these relations by measurements only the extensive material
of BURCH, GRYVNAK and 'I],LIAMS (1960) for the 15_-band of CO 2 could
be used. Other published spectral measurements (HO_V_RD et al., etc.)
have too little spectr_,l resolution for this purpose. As we need
r_idi_tion diagrams for calculati_)ns in the sensitivity ranges of
the 3 infrared channels of satellite TIROS III, pressure correction
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4exponents independent of wave length must be introduced for each
absorbing gas. Probably the greatest error will arise here within
the 11_-water vapor window region, as direct laboratory measure-
ments with respective pressure variations and also calculations
of the pressure dependence of the absorption within this spectral
interval are not available. These exponents n have been already
J_troduced during the derivation of transmission functions
_(1 v w*), which _rc given in the same form as used by ELSASSER
(1960) and ELSAESCR and KING (1953).
The exponents used here are:
Gas exponent
H20 0.72
CO 2 0.65
03 0.41 (p _ 15o mb)
0 (p > 15o mb)
In radiation flux calculations the absorption and emission of
these 3 gases (H20, CO 2 and 03 ) have to be taken into considera-
tion. Thus, the influence of these three components in the radia-
tion flux in each sensitivity range can be shown.
The determination of an average relative humidity in the upper
troposphere as well as of ground or cloud surface temperatures
from the radiation data of the channels I and 2 has been made
possible by a method of _LLER (1962) in which the measured data
are compared with data calculated for model atmospheres. Frequen-
cy countings of simultaneous data show large scatter, so that the
result must be influenced by a great error. Nevertheless, from
representations of average values in geographical maps "warm" and
"cold" respectively "moist" and "dry" areas can be recognized.
Narrow correlations between the radistion data of channel I and
the other channels, averaged over large geographic areas, show
that the relative humidity above clouds increases with increasing
cloud height. The estimated ground temperatures are only several
degrees lower than _he shelter temperature given in weather maps
for the same regions.
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APPENDIX I
Tables of the spectral transmittance _ ( lolOg (ivw*))
and of the decadic logarithms of the generalized absorp-
tion coefficients ( lolOg l_ ) for water vapor and car-
bon dioxide and a table for the integrated transmittance
of the 9.6/,,- band of ozone.
The "pressure corrected" absorbing gas quantity is defined
by
* . P )n
" " (Po '
where Po is the standard pressure.
absorbing
gas
H20
CO 2
o3
exponent n
0.72
0.65
o.41 for p<15o mb
o for p> 15o mb
W
W
u" [g.c=-2]
c- [cmNTP]
=" l'cmN_.]
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iTable A : Decadic Logarithms of the Generalized Absorp-
tion Coefficients (lolOg 1,) for the 6.51,,-
Band of Water Vapor
-1
( 4.7_ - 8.6/_ ; 212o cm -1 - 116o cm )
116o
12oo
124o
128o
1520
1560
14oo
1414-o
148o
152o
156o
158o
16oo
164o
168o
172o
1760
18oo
18@o
188o
192o
196o
2ooo
2040
2o8o
212o
5o0 OK
0.58 -1
o.80 -1
0.25
0.66
o.1o +1
0.58 +fl
o.o8 +2
o.5o +2
o.86 +2
o.76 +2
o.2o +2
o.o8 +2
o.16 +2
o.7o +2
0.56 +2
o.2o +2
o.8o +fl
o.45 +1
o. oo +1
o.66
0.36
0.06
o.75 -1
o.51 -1
o.9o -2
0.46 -2
28o OK
o. 5o -fl
0.72 -fl
o.16
0.60
o. 06 +1
0.56 +1
o.o8 +2
o.48 +2
0.8@ +2
o.8o +2
o. 22 +2
o.flo +2
o. 25 +2
o. 72 +2
0.56 +2
o. 20 +2
o. 76 +1
o.4o +1
0.98
0.62
0.30
O.O0
o. 62 -1
o. 22 -fl
o. 8o -2
o. 36 -2
260 OK
o.19 -1
0.60 -1
0.06
0.55
o.o2 +fl
o.52 +1
o. 08 +2
o.46 +2
o.8o +2
o.8o +2
o.25 +2
o.15 +2
o. 3o +2
0.74 +2
o. 56 +2
o. 20 +2
o.74 +fl
o. 35 +1
0.96
0.57
o. 24
0.90 -fl
0.50 -1
o41o -1
0.70 -2
o.25 -2
240 OK
0.04 -fl
o.45 -1
0.96 -fl
0.46
0.95
0.48 +fl
0.08 +2
0.44 +2
o.8o +2
o.8o +2
o.3o +2
o.18 +2
o.36 +2
0.76 +2
0.56 +2
o. 2o +2
o. 72 +1
o. 55 +1
0.94
0.52
o.15
o.76 -1
o.57 -1
0.97 -2
0.55 -2
o.lo -2
22o OK
0.90 -2
0.52 -1
o.8o -1
o.3a
o. 88
o.44 +1
o.o6 +2
o.4o +2
o.8o +2
o.8o +2
o. 35 +2
o. 22 +2
o.44 +2
o. 78 +2
o. 56 +2
o.2o +2
o.68 +fl
o. 3o +1
0.90
O .aLl.
0 • 0/4.
o. 64- -fl
o.23 -fl
o. 82 -2
o. 38 -2
0.95 -5
20o OK
0.72 -2
o.15 -fl
0.62 -1
o.22
0.80
o._o +fl
o.oo +2
0.37 +2
0.80 +2
o.82 +2
o.4o +2
o.26 +2
0.50 +2
o.78 +2
0.56 *2
o.2o +2
0.66 +1
0.25 +fl
0.85
O.40
o.9o -fl
o.a8 -fl
0.05 -fl
o. 6o -2
o.15 -2
0.80 -3
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Table B : Decadic Logarithms of the Generalized Absorp-
tion Coefficients (1olog iv) for the Rotation
Band of Water Vapor
( 12.5M- 50_ ; 800 cm -1 - 200 cm -1 )
1 /
V[cm -1] 3oo OK 280 OK 260 OK 240 OK 220 OK
8o0
760
72o
68o
640
6oo
560
52o
#8o
4#0
4oo
.56o
32o
28o
2#o
2oo
o.45 -I
0.52 -1
o.61 -1
0.72 -1
0.8# -1
0.00
0.28
0.72
o.17 +1
o._ +1
0.65 +1
o.o4 +2
0.30 +2
0.5# +2
0.78 +2
0.00 +3
0.27
0.68
0.10 +1
0.36 +1
0.55 +1
0.96 +1
0.22 +2
o.#8 +2
0.75 +2
0.26
0.65
0.02 +1
0.30 +1
0.50 +1
0.88 +1
o.1# +2
0.42 +2
0.72 +2
0.25
o.61
0.96
o.22 +1
o.4o +1
0.80 +1
0.06 +2
o. 57 +2
o.69 +2
o. 24
0.57
O.90
o.16 +1
o. 34 +1
o. 70 +I
o. 98 +1
o. 32 +2
0.66 +2
9_
Table C : Spectral Transmittance _" ( lolOg (4u*)) =
_( lolOg iv + lolOg ut ) for the 6.3_ - Band
and the Rotation Band of Water Vapor to be
Used in Connection with Table A and B
lolOg(lr u * )
o. 8 -4
o.9
O.O --3
O.1
0.2
o.3
0.4
o.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
o.9
O.O -2
O.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.0 -1
0.1
0.2
0.3
rotat. lolog( u*) 
1.000
1.ooo
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.ooo
o.998
o.995
o.993
o.99o
0.987
o.984
o.98o
o.975
o.969
o.962
0.953
o.944
o.952
o.917
O.9OO
o.88o
o.857
o.831
o.8o2
o.771
1.000
o.998
o.995
o.994
o.992
o.99o
o.987
0,985
o.985
o.978
o.975
o.97o
o.964
0.958
o.95o
0.942
o.93o
o.918
0.905
o.89o
o.875
o.855
o. 835
o.815
o. 790
o. 765
o.4
o.5
0.6
o.7
0.8
0.9
O.O
O.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
o.7
0.8
o.9
O.O
O.1
0.2
O.5
0.4
O.5
0.6
O.7
0.8
0.9
-1
+O
+1
6.3/,, rotat.
o.737 o.737
o.7o0 0.7o8
0.662 0.675
o.62o o.635
o.575 o.595
o.531 0.548
o.a85 0.500
0.438 0.450
0.593 0.398
0.550 0.345
o.3o7 o.298
0.262 0.244
o.223 o.2oo
o.185 o.16o
o.147 o.122
o.115 0.095
0.o87 0.o67
0.065 0.047
0.047 0.028
o.o33 o.o15
0.022 0.005
o.o1# o
o.oo9 o
0.005 0
0 0
0 0
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oTable D : Absorption CoeffJ cients _v and/_ for the
-1
Water Vapor Wir,d.ow ( 8.3_- 12.5_ ; 12oo cm
18oo cm -1 )
o.16o
o. o8o
0.050
o. o45
O. o4o
8oo
84o
88o
92o
96o
F
cm2 g-l
o.135
o.11o
o. 095
0.085
o. o8o
1000
1040
Io8o
112o
cm g-O.
O • O40
0.045
O. O50
0.065
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.085
Table E : Integrated Transmittance T (qolOg mw) for the
9.6 F- Band of Ozone
-1( 8.8r - 11.9 114oom - 84o cm -1 )
N
lolOg m_ ,I/ qolog m _ _" qolog m
o. 3 -4
0.4
o.5
0.6
o.7
0.8
0.9
0.0 --3
0.I
0.2
0.3
I. OO0
0.998
0.996
o.995
o.995
0.990
0.988
o.985
o. 981
0.977
0.973
o.4 -3
o.5
o.6
o.7
0.8
o.9
o.o -2
O.1
o.2
o.3
O.4
o. 967
o. 961
o.953
o. 945
o .935
o. 924
o .9_2
o. 898
o.883
o. 867
o. 850
o.5 -2
0.6
0-7
O.8
O-9
O.O -1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
o.5
0.830
o.81o
o. 788
o. 764
o. 740
o.717
o .695
0.675
0.655
o.635
o.616
97
Table F : Decadic Logarithms of the Generalized Absorption
Coefficients (lolOg iv) for the 15/_- Band of CO 2
( 12.5/_- 19.2/_ ; 8oo cm -1 - 52o cm -1 )
_[cm -I] 3oo OK 26o OK 24o OK 22o OK
52o
54o
56o
58o
6oo
62o
64o
66o
67o
68o
7oo
72o
74o
76o
78o
8oo
o.55 -5
o.oo -4
0.60 -4
o.7o -5
o.84 -2
0.55 -1
0.00
0.65
0.80
0.60
0.95 -1
0.27 -1
0.55 -2
0.65 -5
0.65 -4
0.40 -5
o.25 -5
0.65 -5
0.50 -4
0.50 -5
o,45 -2
o.qo -fl
0.88 -1
0.70
o.82
0.62
0.88 -q
0.20 -1
o._o -2
0.50 -3
0.50 -4
o.2o -5
0.95 -6
0.35 -5
o. oo -4
0.00 -_
o.15 -2
o .8o -2
o. 72 -I
0.75
0.84
o.65
0.70 -I
0.05 -i
o. 20 -2
0.25 -5
o. 20 -4
O. O0 --5
0.8o -6
o.15 -5
0.75 -5
0.75 -4
0.90 -3
0.55 -2
0.57 -i
0.80
0.86
0.70
0.50 -i
0.83 -2
0.90 -3
0.95 -4
0.80 -5
0.70 -6
98
3!i/
Table G : Spectral Transmittance _ ( lolOg (4c*)) =
+ C _( lo10g ir lolOg ) for the 15/,.- Band
of Carbon Dioxide to be Used in Connection with
the Table F
lolOg(l, c* )
o.5 --4-
0.6
0-7
0.8
0.9
0.0 -3
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
O.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
o.o -2
o.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
1.000
o.997
0.995
o.993
0.99o
0.988
0.985
0.983
o. 981
0.979
o.976
o.972
o.968
0.965
o.957
0.950
0.945
0.955
o.925
o.913
1olog(l, c _ )
0.5 -2
0.6
0-7
0.8
O.9
O. 0 -I
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0-5
0.6
0.7
0.8
O.9
0.0 +0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
T"
0.902
o.891
0.878
0.865
0.850
o.834
o.817
0.796
0.772
o.747
o.717
0.687
0.652
o.617
0.580
0.535
0.495
0.452
o.41o
0.367
lolOg(l, c" )
0. 5 +O
0.6
0.7
0.8
O.9
0.0 +1
0.1
0.2
o.5
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
O.9
0.0 +2
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
o. 325
0.287
0.250
o.215
o.18o
o.15o
o.125
o.loo
0.080
o. 063
o. 048
0.035
0.025
o.o18
o.olo
o. 008
0 • 005
0.003
0
0
99
APPENDIX II
Radiation diagrams for the channels q, 2 and 4 of the
satellite TIROS III and for a "difference channel (4-2)"
( defined in chapter 5 ) and auxiliary diagrams for the
correction according to the absorption and emission by
atmospheric ozone and carbon dioxide ( see chapter 3 )
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